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Summary. Wavelet methods allow to combine high order accuracy, mul-
tilevel preconditioning techniques and adaptive approximation, in order to
solve efficiently elliptic operator equations. One of themain difficulty in this
context is the efficient treatment of non-homogeneous boundary conditions.
In this paper, we propose a strategy that allows to append such conditions
in the setting of space refinement (i.e. adaptive) discretizations of second
order problems. Our method is based on the use of compatible multiscale
decompositions for both the domain and its boundary, and on the possibility
of characterizing various function spaces from the numerical properties of
these decompositions. In particular, this allows the construction of a lift-
ing operator which is stable for a certain range of smoothness classes, and
preserves the compression of the solution in the wavelet basis. An explicit
construction of thewavelet bases and the lifting is proposed on fairly general
domains, based onC0 conforming domain decomposition techniques.

Mathematics Subject Classification (1991):65N55

1 Introduction

Wavelet adaptive methods for operator equations have been mainly studied
in the framework of elliptic problems where the unknownu0 is the solution
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of the variational formulation:u0 ∈ V ,

a(u0, v) = 〈f, v〉V ′,V for all v ∈ V,(1)

andV denotes a Sobolev space possibly including homogeneous boundary
conditions,a is a continuous bilinear form elliptic onV × V , andV ′ is the
dual space ofV .

Let Ψ0
Ω = {ψ0

λ, λ ∈ ∇0} be a wavelet basis ofV . These algorithms
generate iteratively (through refinement andderefinement strategies) a series
of subsets of∇0

Λ0, Λ1, . . . , Λn . . .

of cardinality#Λn, and the Galerkin projectionsuΛn (or a proper approx-
imation ũΛn) of u0 on VΛn := span{ψ0

λ, λ ∈ Λn}. Throughout this
paper, for two positive functionsA(v) andB(v) on a setN , the nota-
tion A(v) <∼ B(v) will mean that there exits a constantC, independent
of the various parameters, so thatA(v) ≤ C B(v) for all v ∈ N . Also
A(v) ∼ B(v) denotes thatA(v) <∼ B(v) andB(v) <∼ A(v). Then, the
series(uΛn , Λn) is said to beasymptotically optimalif

‖u0 − uΛn‖V <∼ (#Λn)−s

whenever it is the case for the best approximation of the solutionu0 by
linear combinations ofN wavelets inΨ0

Ω. In particular, from the theory of
approximation [17], this property is known to hold if (and almost only if)u0
belongs to the Besov spaceBsd+t

p,p for 1
p = 1

2 +s. In addition the bestN -term
approximation is asymptotically obtained by the truncated expansion using
theN largest wavelet coefficients normalized inV . In this context, all the
difficulty of adaptive strategies amounts to define an asymptotically optimal
approximation without the a priori knowledge of the wavelet coefficients of
the solution.

In [5] such an adaptive strategy has been developped for a large class
of symmetric elliptic bilinear formsa. In addition the complexity of this
algorithm is asymptotically optimal in the sense that all the computations
can be carried out inO(#Λn) operations and storage. A simpler but similar
strategy is tested in [9] where the optimality properties of the algorithm are
illustrated on simple examples.

The objective of this paper is to propose a setting to extend these adaptive
algorithms in the case of non homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
and second order elliptic problem which is not covered by the previous
framework.

The only existing approach so far is based on a treatment of the boundary
conditions by Lagrange multipliers [21], [22] which leads to a saddle point
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problem and raises serious difficulties related in particular to the proof of
the inf-sup condition.

We propose here a new strategy that is “fully adaptative” in the sense
that it will be adaptative for both the “homogeneous part” of the solution
and the boundary conditions. It is based on the construction of wavelet bases
Ψ∗
Ω on the domain andΨΓD on the boundary satisfying some compatibility

conditions in order to define a natural stable lifting operator.
Let a domainΩ ⊂ R

d of globally Lipschitz, piecewise regular boundary
Γ , andΓD ⊂ Γ a manifold of dimensiond−1 of same regularity asΓ . The
trace operatorγD classically defines a continuous mapping fromH1(Ω)
ontoH1/2(ΓD) and we denote byV := H1

D(Ω) its kernel. We consider the
following second order elliptic problem:{

a(u, v) = 〈f, v〉V ′,V , for all v ∈ V
u ∈ H1(Ω), γDu = g

(2)

wherea is a continuous bilinear form onH1(Ω) × V elliptic onV , f ∈ V ′
is the right-hand side andg ∈ H1/2(ΓD) is theDirichlet boundary condition.

The basic idea is to apply the wavelet adaptive strategy displayed in [5]
to the homogeneous problem obtained by correction of the right-hand side
through a lifting of the boundary conditiong. LetR(g) ∈ H1(Ω) be a stable
lifting of the traceg so that

γDR(g) = g and‖R(g)‖H1(Ω) <∼ ‖g‖H1/2(ΓD).

The function
u0 := u − R(g)

is the unique solution (by Lax Milgram theorem) of the classical variational
formulation{

a(u0, v) = 〈f, v〉V ′,V − a(R(g), v), for all v ∈ V
u0 ∈ V

(3)

that fits into the framework (1).
In order to preserve the potential efficiency of adaptive algorithms ap-

plied to (3), we need to build explicitely a wavelet basisΨ∗
Ω ofH1(Ω) and a

lifting operatorR so thatu0 andR(g) have the same compression properties
as the solutionu in Ψ∗

Ω.

To achieve this objective we shall build a wavelet basis

Ψ∗
Ω = {ψ∗

λ, λ ∈ ∇}
ofH1(Ω) and satisfying the following properties.
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Property 1.1 The wavelet basisΨ∗
Ω admits the partition

Ψ∗
Ω = Ψ0

Ω ∪ Ψ b
Ω

with the following properties.
(i) Ψ0

Ω = {ψ∗
λ, λ ∈ ∇0} is a wavelet basis ofH1

D(Ω),
(ii) there exist scaling factorscλ so that the trace operatorcλγD defines a
one to one mapping fromΨ b

Ω to a wavelet basis

ΨΓD = {ψσ, σ ∈ Σb}
ofH1/2(ΓD), i.e. there exists a one to one mappingλr fromΣb to the set of
subscripts∇b of Ψ b

Ω, so thatcλr(σ)γDψ
∗
λr(σ) = ψσ for all σ ∈ Σb.

The lifting operatorR is formaly defined by this mapping

R(g) =
∑
σ∈Σb

cλr(σ)〈g, ψ̃σ〉ψ∗
λr(σ).

whereΨ̃ΓD = {ψ̃σ, σ ∈ Σb} denotes the dual basis ofΨΓD . Its stability
properties in the class of Besov spacesBs

p,q (with Bs
2,2 = Hs) is related

to the stability of the wavelet bases on the domain and the boundary i.e.
the possibility to characterize these function spaces with discrete weighted
norms of their wavelet coefficients.

Such wavelet bases and lifting operator built, the adaptive algorithm [5]
applies directly to the variational formulation (3) and the optimality prop-
erties of this algorithm carry over to our setting. Note that the compression
of the right-hand side of (3) in the dual wavelet basisΨ̃0

Ω of Ψ0
Ω requires as

usual compressing the dataf , but alsoa(R(g), .) as element ofV ′. For this
last term, it leads to compress the traceg in the wavelet basisΨΓD as given
by the estimate: forΣ ⊂ Σb andPΣ,ΓD :=

∑
σ∈Σ〈., ψ̃σ〉ψσ,

‖a(R(g − PΣ,ΓDg), .)‖V ′ ≤ ‖a‖ ‖R(g − PΣ,ΓDg)‖H1(Ω)
<∼ ‖g − PΣ,ΓDg‖H1/2(ΓD).

We introduce in Sect. 2 a theoretical setting in order to build wavelet
basesΨ∗

Ω andΨΓD satisfying the Properties 1.1 and to analyse their stability
in the class of Besov spaces. This construction starts from the data ofwavelet
basesΨ0

Ω andΨΓD built on sequences of nested spacesV 0
j (Ω) ⊂ V 0

j+1(Ω)
andVj(ΓD) ⊂ Vj+1(ΓD), j ∈ N obtained by restriction toV and traceγD
from the same sequenceVj(Ω) ⊂ Vj+1(Ω).

Section 2.1 recalls basic definitions and properties of wavelet bases that
will be used in the analysis carried out in Sect. 2.2.
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In Sect. 3 we propose, for a fairly general domainΩ, explicit construc-
tions of the wavelet basesΨ∗

Ω, Ψ
0
Ω, ΨΓD and the lifting operatorR based on

domain decomposition techniques withC0 matching.
In these techniques, the domainΩ (or similarly the manifoldΓD) is de-

composed into disjoint subdomainsΩi, i = 1, . . . , N , so thatΩ =
⋃N
i=1 Ωi.

Each subdomainΩi is parametrized by a regular one to onemappingκi from
the reference domain̂Ω =]0, 1[d toΩi. The specific interest of this setting is
to benefit fromwell known constructions of wavelet bases on tensor product
domains that will be briefly recalled in Sect. 3.1. Then, the wavelet bases
on Ω̂ are pushed-forwards onto the subdomainsΩi and the difficulty of the
construction reduces to match these wavelets at the interfaces

⋃N
i=1 ∂Ωi of

the decomposition.
We follow here the strategy introduced in [18], [19] and in more gen-

erality in [14] (see also [2] for a slightly different analysis) which is based
on aC0 matching of the wavelets at the interfaces recalled in Sect. 3.2.1.
Under conforming assumptions on the boundaryΓD, the decomposition
(Ωi, κi)i=1,...,N will induceanatural “trace”decomposition(Γi, ξi)i=1,...,ND

of ΓD which enables to define wavelet basesΨ0
Ω andΨΓD that fit into the

framework of Sect. 2.2.
One specific difficulty of these domain decomposition techniques is the

explicit construction of the wavelet bases and in particular the matching
wavelets at the interfaces of the decomposition. In [2] an explicit construc-
tion is proposed starting from the definition of a linear system of matching
conditions at the interfaces involving the wavelets on the subdomains. We
introduce in Sect. 3.2.2 a new construction which differs from the previous
one and is based on the definition of a natural hierarchy of the interfaces
of the decomposition. One specific interest of this new approach is that the
same ideas will readily apply in Sect. 3.3 for the construction of the lifting
wavelets ofΨ b

j,Ω.
For the sake of a concise presentation, numerical experiments illustrat-

ing these constructions and the optimality of our adaptive strategy in the
framework of non homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions will not be
displayed here but can be found in [26].

2 Abstract setting

2.1 Wavelet bases

We briefly recall in this section the general framework of wavelet bases on a
domain or a manifold and refer to the two surveys [4] and [11] for a detailed
presentation.

LetL2 be the space of square integrable functions on a domain ofR
d or a

d dimensional manifoldΩ. We consider a Multiresolution Analysis (MRA)
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of L2 that is a sequence of nested subspaces whose union is dense inL2

Vj ⊂ Vj+1 ⊂ L2, j ∈ N

where in practise,j will denote the dyadic scale of the approximation spaces
Vj at the resolution level2−j . The spacesVj are assumed to be endowed
with local Riesz bases

Φj := {ϕj,k, k ∈ ∆j}
so that‖∑k∈∆j

uj,kϕj,k‖L2 ∼ ‖(uj,k)k∈∆j
‖l2 .

The data of complement spaces (also called wavelet spaces)Wj so that

Vj+1 = Vj ⊕ Wj

formally gives rise to a multiscale decomposition

v = v0 +
∑
j≥0

wj , v0 ∈ V0, wj ∈ Wj

of a functionv into a coarse approximationv0 and the successive details
wj at the resolution2−j . In order to analyse the convergence and stability
properties of this decomposition in classical function spaces, the comple-
ment spaces are usually defined through a family of projectorsPj ontoVj
satisfying the property of biorthogonality

PjPj+1 = Pj ,(4)

stating equivalently thatQj := Pj+1 − Pj are also projectors. Then, the
multiscale decomposition is rewritten in terms of projections

v = P0v +
∑
j≥0

Qjv,(5)

corresponding to the choiceWj := Qj(Vj+1).
The theory of approximation enables to relate, through the theory of

interpolation, the stability properties of the decomposition (5) in the class
of Besov spacesBs

p,q, to the fulfillment of direct and inverse estimates in
the spacesVj . We refer to [10] or [4] for a detailed presentation of such a
mechanism. We first state a theorem taken from [4] Chap. III that covers
the casesp, q ∈]0,∞] (i.e. includes the quasi-Banach spaces obtained for
p < 1) and will be constantly used in the following analysis.

Theorem 2.1 Let p ∈]0,+∞]. Assuming that, for0 ≤ s0(p) < s1(p), the
projectorsPj satisfy the direct estimate

‖f − Pjf‖Lp <∼ 2−sj‖f‖Bs
p,p
, for all s0(p) < s < s1(p),(6)
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and the MRA spacesVj the inverse estimate

‖fj‖Bs
p,p

<∼ 2sj‖fj‖Lp , for all s0(p) < s < s1(p), andfj ∈ Vj ,(7)

then, for alls0(p) < s < s1(p) andq ∈]0,+∞]

‖f‖Bs
p,q

∼ ‖P0f‖Lp + ‖(2js‖Qjf‖Lp)j∈N‖lq .(8)

Remark 2.1If in addition thewavelet spaces are endowedwith (local) bases

Ψj := {ψj,k, k ∈ ∇j}
uniformly stable inLp in the sense that

‖
∑
k∈∇j

wj,kψj,k‖Lp ∼ 2d(
1
2− 1

p
)j‖(wj,k)k∈∇j

‖lp ,(9)

then, themultiscale basisΨ := Φ0 ∪⋃j∈N
Ψj satisfies the norm equivalence

‖f‖Bs
p,q

∼ ‖ (2js‖(fj,k)k∈∇j
‖lp
)
j≥−1 ‖lq ,(10)

wherewe have used the notations∇−1 := ∆0 andΨ−1 := Φ0 (also assumed
to be stable inLp). Such stability properties at the levelj will be derived
from the local linear independence of the basis functions ofΨj .

The multiscale basisΨ will shortly be denoted by

Ψ = {ψλ, λ ∈ ∇}
where the subscriptλ stands for the scalej := |λ| and the localization in
spacek of the wavelets.

If the projectorsPj are uniformly stable inL2 i.e. satisfy‖Pjf‖L2 <∼
‖f‖L2 , then the ranges̃Vj of their adjoint projectors̃Pj define a “dual”MRA
of L2. The sequence(Vj)j∈N is then referred to as the primal MRA. Con-
versely, the data of a pair of primal and dual MRA(Vj , Ṽj)j∈N biorthogonal
in the sense that they can be endowedwith Riesz bases (with some constants
independent ofj) Φj andΦ̃j satisfying the biorthogonality relations

〈ϕj,k, ϕ̃j,k′〉 = δk,k′ , k, k′ ∈ ∆j ,(11)

defines a family of biorthogonal projectors

Pj :=
∑
k∈∆j

〈f, ϕ̃j,k〉ϕj,k

uniformly stable inL2. The corresponding wavelet spaces are also defined
asWj = Vj+1 ∩ (Ṽj)⊥ for the primal decomposition and̃Wj = Ṽj+1 ∩V ⊥

j
for the dual decomposition.

In that case, combining the above mentioned mechanism with duality
arguments, one can obtain the following theorem (see e.g. Chap. III of [4]).
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Theorem 2.2 Letp ∈ [1,+∞] andp′ such that1p + 1
p′ = 1. We assume that

the projectorsPj satisfy the direct estimate

‖f − Pjf‖Lp <∼ 2−sj‖f‖W s,p , for all 0 ≤ s ≤ n(12)

and the MRA spacesVj the inverse estimate

‖fj‖W s,p <∼ 2sj‖fj‖Lp , for all 0 ≤ s < τ(p) andfj ∈ Vj ,(13)

and similar estimates for the adjoint projectors̃Pj and the dual MRA spaces
Ṽj in W s,p′

norms and for some parameters̃n and τ̃(p′). Then, for all
− min(ñ, τ̃(p′)) < s < min(n, τ(p)) andq ∈ [1,+∞] we have the norm
equivalences

‖f‖Bs
p,q

∼ ‖P0f‖Lp + ‖(2js‖Qjf‖Lp)j∈N‖lq .(14)

where here fors < 0,Bs
p,q := (B−s

p,q)
′.

Let us finally remark that this analysis carries over for spaces including
boundary conditions in their definition with the usual attention tos − 1/p
integer in the use of interpolation results (see [4] for a detailed discussion).

2.2 Stable liftings

LetΩ a Lipschitz domain ofRd and

Vj(Ω) ⊂ Vj+1(Ω), j ∈ N

a sequence of nested subspaces (MRA) ofW s,p(Ω)with s > 1/p in order to
define the trace operatorγD fromW s,p(Ω) ontoW s−1/p,p(ΓD). We denote
byW s,p

D (Ω) the kernel ofγD.
From this MRA, we derive by restriction and trace the following MRA

of respectivelyW s,p
D (Ω) andW s−1/p,p(ΓD):{
V 0
j (Ω) := Vj(Ω) ∩ W s,p

D (Ω) ⊂ V 0
j+1(Ω)

Vj(ΓD) := γDVj(Ω) ⊂ Vj+1(ΓD).

Each of these MRA is endowed with a multiscale decomposition defined by
a family of biorthogonal projectors denoted byP 0

j,Ω for the MRA V 0
j (Ω)

and byPj,ΓD for the MRAVj(ΓD). We shall denote by

W 0
j (Ω) := Q0

j,ΩV
0
j+1(Ω) with Q0

j,Ω = P 0
j+1,Ω − P 0

j,Ω

and

Wj(ΓD) := Qj,ΓDVj+1(ΓD) with Qj,ΓD = Pj+1,ΓD − Pj,ΓD

the corresponding wavelet spaces and byΨ0
Ω, ΨΓD a choice of multiscale

wavelet bases whose stability properties will be specified later.
We then have the following definition-proposition.
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Proposition 2.1 For u ∈ D(Ω) andrj any lifting fromVj(ΓD) intoVj(Ω),
we set

P ∗
j,Ωu := P 0

j,Ω

(
u − rj ◦ Pj,ΓD ◦ γD(u)

)
+ rj ◦ Pj,ΓD ◦ γD(u).(15)

This definition is independent ofrj and satisfies the following properties:

(i) P ∗
j,Ω is a biorthogonal projector ontoVj(Ω) i.e.

rangeP ∗
j,Ω = Vj(Ω)

(P ∗
j,Ω)2 = P ∗

j,Ω

P ∗
j,ΩP

∗
j+1,Ω = P ∗

j,Ω.

(ii) The triplet (P ∗
j,Ω, P

0
j,Ω, Pj,ΓD) verifies the relations{

γD ◦ P ∗
j,Ω = Pj,ΓD ◦ γD (trace commuting property),

P ∗
j,Ω|V 0

j+1(Ω) = P 0
j,Ω|V 0

j+1(Ω).
(16)

Proof.Theproof is achieved by elementary computations from the definition
(15) and the properties of biorthogonality of the projectorsP 0

j,Ω andPj,ΓD .
��

The biorthogonal projectorP ∗
j,Ω defines a multiscale decomposition asso-

ciated to the MRAVj(Ω). Let

W ∗
j (Ω) := Q∗

j,ΩVj+1(Ω) with Q∗
j,Ω = P ∗

j+1,Ω − P ∗
j,Ω

the corresponding wavelet spaces. The properties (16) imply the relations{
W 0

j (Ω) = W ∗
j (Ω) ∩ V 0

j+1(Ω)
γDW

∗
j (Ω) = Wj(ΓD)(17)

that formally show the existence of a wavelet basisΨ∗
Ω (associated to the

complement spacesW ∗
j (Ω)) that admits the partition

Ψ∗
Ω = Ψ0

Ω ∪ Ψ b
Ω(18)

so that the trace operator2− |λ|
2 γD defines a one to one mapping from the

collectionΨ b
Ω to ΨΓD .

Let
ΨΓD = {ψσ, σ ∈ Σb},
Ψ b
Ω = {ψ∗

λ, λ ∈ ∇b},
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then themapping2− |λ|
2 γD on these collections defines a one to onemapping

on the set of subscriptsλr : Σb → ∇b of inverseσr and such that|λr(σ)| =
|σ|. This leads us to define formally a lifting operatorR

R(g) =
∑
σ∈Σb

2− |σ|
2 〈g, ψ̃σ〉ψ∗

λr(σ).(19)

whereΨ̃ΓD = {ψ̃σ, σ ∈ Σb} is the dual basis ofΨΓD and< ., . > the
duality product.

The stability properties of this lifting operatorR in Besov spaces will be
determined by the stability of thewavelet basesΨ∗

Ω andΨΓD . FromSect. 2.1,
thisanalysis isachieved through thederivationofdirect and inverseestimates
on the MRA spacesVj(Ω), Vj(ΓD) that are studied in the next subsection.

2.2.1 Direct and inverse estimates onVj(Ω) andVj(ΓD). The following
localness hypothesis introduced in [22] (see also [21]) will play amajor role
in the subsequent analysis.

Hypothesis 2.1For all gj ∈ Vj(ΓD) we have

inf
uj∈Vj(Ω):γDuj=gj

‖uj‖Lp(Ω) ∼ 2−j/p‖gj‖Lp(ΓD).(20)

In practise, such a property will be a direct consequence of the following
elementary lemma.

Lemma 2.1 The localness hypothesis is satisfied as soon as there exists a
family of (local) bases ofVj(Ω) stable inLp(Ω) (in the sense of (9))

Φj,Ω = {ϕj,x, x ∈ Gj,Ω},
(with Gj,Ω being typically a set of grid points), and so that

Φj,ΓD = {2− j
2γDϕj,x, x ∈ Gb

j,Ω ⊂ Gj,Ω}
defines a family of bases ofVj(ΓD) stable inLp(ΓD), while the remaining
basis functions forx ∈ Gj,Ω/Gb

j,Ω have a vanishing trace onΓD.

We shall use in addition the following assumption of approximation on the
MRA spacesVj(Ω).

Hypothesis 2.2Let p ∈ [1,∞], there exist biorthogonal projectorsPj,Ω
ontoVj(Ω) satisfying the direct estimate

‖u − Pj,Ωu‖Lp(Ω) <∼ 2−js‖u‖W s,p(Ω)(21)

for all 0 ≤ s ≤ n andu ∈ W s,p(Ω).
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Note that the same estimate in Besov normsBs
p,q(Ω) is deduced by

interpolation for0 < s < n.
We also assume the stability inLp of the biorthogonal projectorsP 0

j,Ω
andPj,ΓD .

Hypothesis 2.3Letp ∈ [1,∞], then‖P 0
j,Ωu‖Lp(Ω) <∼ ‖u‖Lp(Ω).

Hypothesis 2.4Letp ∈ [1,∞], then‖Pj,ΓDg‖Lp(ΓD) <∼ ‖g‖Lp(ΓD).

Finally the MRA spacesVj(Ω) will also be assumed to satisfy inverse esti-
mates.

Hypothesis 2.5Let τ(p) := sup{s : Vj(Ω) ⊂ W s,p(Ω)}. Then for all
uj ∈ Vj(Ω) and0 < s < τ(p)

‖uj‖Bs
p,p(Ω) <∼ 2js‖uj‖Lp(Ω).(22)

We need to specify the definition of the function spaces onΓD that we
will consider in the subsequent analysis. The natural setting in our context
is to define them as trace spaces of function spaces on the domain rather
than intrinsically by chart and partition of unity. Consequently, the space
Lp(ΓD) is defined as usual by the Lebesgue measure on the boundary, and
for s > 0, the Sobolev spacesW s,p(ΓD) (resp. the Besov spacesBs

p,q(ΓD))
are defined as the set of traces onΓD of functions inW s+1/p,p(Ω) (resp.
B
s+1/p
p,q (Ω)) endowed with the quotient norm

‖g‖W s,p(ΓD) := inf
u∈W s+ 1

p ,p(Ω): γDu=g

‖u‖
W

s+ 1
p ,p(Ω)

,(23)

for Sobolev spaces and

‖g‖Bs
p,q(ΓD) := inf

u∈Bs+ 1
p

p,q (Ω): γDu=g

‖u‖
B

s+ 1
p

p,q (Ω)
,(24)

for Besov spaces. We will naturally setW 0,p(ΓD) := Lp(ΓD).
For negative subscripts, these spacesare obtainedbyduality. In particular

for ΓD = Γ ands < 0

W s,p(Γ ) := W−s,p′
(Γ )′, Bs

p,q(Γ ) := B−s
p′,q′(Γ )′,

1
p
+

1
p′ = 1,

1
q
+

1
q′ = 1.

Direct and inverse estimates onΓD. The derivation of such estimates on
ΓD has been already studied in [22] with the restrictions ≤ 1 since the
author considers intrinsic definitions of the function spaces. Using the same
arguments, we can derive in our context inverse and direct estimates for the
rangess < τ(p) − 1/p ands < n − 1/p.
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Proposition 2.2 Assuming Hypothesis 2.1 and 2.5, for allgj ∈ Vj(ΓD) and
0 < s < τ(p) − 1

p , we have the inverse estimate

‖gj‖Bs
p,p(ΓD) <∼ 2js‖gj‖Lp(ΓD).(25)

Proof. From the definition of the quotient norm, fors > 0 we have

‖gj‖Bs
p,p(ΓD) ≤ infuj∈Vj(Ω): γDuj=gj

‖uj‖
B

s+ 1
p

p,p (Ω)

<∼ 2j(s+
1
p
) inf
uj∈Vj(Ω): γDuj=gj

‖uj‖Lp(Ω)

<∼ 2js‖gj‖Lp(ΓD)

where the inverse estimate (22) and the localness assumption (20) have been
successively applied. ��
Proposition 2.3 Letp ∈ [1,∞], assuming Hypothesis 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 2.5 and
τ(p) > 1/p, for all g ∈ Bs

p,p(ΓD) and0 < s < n − 1
p , we have the direct

estimate

‖g − Pj,ΓDg‖Lp(ΓD) <∼ 2−js‖g‖Bs
p,p(ΓD).(26)

Proof. From the stability Assumption 2.4 of the projector, it suffices to
estimate the best approximation error inVj(ΓD). Fors > 0, let us consider
anyu ∈ B

s+1/p
p,p so thatγDu = g. From Theorem 2.2, Hypothesis 2.2 and

2.5 ensure that the multiscale decomposition defined by the biorthogonal
projectorPj,Ω is stable inBs

p,p for the range0 < s < τ(p). Then

inf
gj∈Vj(ΓD)

‖g − gj‖Lp(ΓD) ≤ ‖γD(u − Pj,Ωu)‖Lp(ΓD)

= ‖γD
∑
l≥j

Ql,Ωu‖Lp(ΓD)

≤
∑
l≥j

‖γDQl,Ωu‖Lp(ΓD)

<∼
∑
l≥j

2l/p‖Ql,Ωu‖Lp(Ω)

<∼ 2−js

∑
l≥j

(2l(s+1/p)‖Ql,Ωu‖Lp(Ω))
p

1/p

(27)

where we have used the localness Assumption 2.1 and theCauchy-Schwartz
inequality.
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To estimate the above right-hand side we need the following inegality
that derives fromHypothesis 2.2 (see e.g. Chap. III of [4]): for all0 < t < n∑

l≥0

(2jt‖Ql,Ωu‖Lp(Ω))
p

1/p

<∼ ‖u‖Bt
p,p(Ω).(28)

Hence we have for allu ∈ B
s+1/p
p,p of traceγDu = g.

inf
gj∈Vj(ΓD)

‖g − gj‖Lp(ΓD) <∼ 2−js‖u‖
B

s+1/p
p,p (Ω)

,

and we conclude from the definition of the quotient norm onΓD. ��

Direct estimates forP ∗
j,Ω. They are obtained in the same spirit as previ-

ously by combining the estimates forPj,Ω andPj,ΓD .

Proposition 2.4 Letp ∈ [1,∞], assuming Hypothesis 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5
andτ(p) > 1/p, then, for allu ∈ Bs

p,p(Ω) with 1/p < s < n, we have the
direct estimate

‖u − P ∗
j,Ωu‖Lp(Ω) <∼ 2−js‖u‖Bs

p,p(Ω).(29)

Proof. Let g ∈ B
s−1/p
p,p (ΓD) be the trace ofu. The projection error rewrites

u − P ∗
j,Ωu = (I − P 0

j,Ω)(u − rj ◦ Pj,ΓDg).

whererj is any lifting fromVj(ΓD) into Vj(Ω). Since the projectorsP 0
j,Ω

are assumed to be stable inLp(Ω), it suffices to estimate

inf
rj

‖u − rj ◦ Pj,ΓDg‖Lp(Ω)

= inf
uj∈Vj(Ω): γDuj=Pj,ΓDg

‖u − uj‖Lp(Ω)

≤ ‖u − Pj,Ωu‖Lp(Ω)

+ inf
uj∈Vj(Ω): γDuj=Pj,ΓDg

‖Pj,Ωu − uj‖Lp(Ω).

The estimate of the first term in the right-hand side is obtained directly from
Hypothesis 2.2. For the second term, we use again the localness Assumption
2.1, so that

inf
uj∈Vj(Ω): γDuj=Pj,ΓDg

‖Pj,Ωu − uj‖Lp(Ω)

∼ 2−j/p‖γDPj,Ωu − Pj,ΓDg‖Lp(ΓD)

<∼ 2−j/p‖g − Pj,ΓDg‖Lp(ΓD)

+2−j/p‖γD(u − Pj,Ωu)‖Lp(ΓD).
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In the above right-hand side, the first term is estimated from Proposition 2.3
and the trace theorem while the second is treated like in (27).��

ProjectorsPj,ΓD unstable inLp (p < 1). Forp < 1, the localness assump-
tion is usually still true since the stability of the basesΦj,Ω andΦj,ΓD is
classically verified forp < 1 from an argument of local linear independence
of the basis functions. Hence, proposition 2.2 still applies in that case.

In contrast, the stability inLp of the projectorsPj,ΓD andP 0
j,Ω is no

longer verified and consequently the proof of the direct estimates forP ∗
j,Ω

andPj,ΓD does not extend top < 1.
For the projectorsP ∗

j,Ω the direct estimate should be obtained classi-
cally from a local polynomial reproduction argument of the projectorsP ∗

j,Ω
(following the techniques of Chap. III in [4]).

Then, the estimate forPj,ΓD can be deduced by the following proposition
which avoids a direct proof that would require handling quotient norms.

Proposition 2.5 Let 0 < p < 1 andr ∈ [1,∞] so thatPj,ΓD is stable in
Lr(ΓD). We assume the localness Property 2.1,τ(p) > 1/p, and the direct
estimate

‖u − P ∗
j,Ωu‖Lp(Ω) <∼ 2−jt‖u‖Bt

p,p(Ω)

for all 1
r + d

p − d
r < t < n, as well as the inverse estimates

‖uj‖Bt
p,p(Ω) <∼ 2jt‖uj‖Lp(Ω)

for all uj ∈ Vj(Ω) and0 < t < τ(p). Then, the direct estimate

‖g − Pj,ΓDg‖Lp(ΓD) <∼ 2−js‖g‖Bs
p,p(ΓD)(30)

is verified for the range(d − 1)(1
p − 1

r ) < s < n − 1
p .

Proof. Note that the conditions > (d − 1)(1
p − 1

r ) implies that the space
Bs
p,p(ΓD) is imbedded inLr(ΓD) so that the projectorsPj,ΓD are defined on

this space. Also it results thatt = s + 1/p satisfiestd − 1/p > 1/r
d − 1/r

so thatPj,ΓD ◦ γD is defined on the spaceBs+1/p
p,p (Ω) which is imbedded in

B
1/r
r,r (Ω).
From Theorem 2.1, the direct and inverse estimates assumptions imply

the stability of the multiscale decomposition induced by the biorthogonal
projectorP ∗

j,Ω inBt
p,p(Ω) for the range1r + d

p− d
r < t < min(n, τ(p)). Thus

we can apply the proof of Proposition 2.3 to‖g −Pj,ΓDg‖Lp(ΓD), replacing
Pj,Ω by P ∗

j,Ω and the triangular inegality by the p-triangular inegality. For
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all (d − 1)(1
p − 1

r ) < s < n − 1/p andu ∈ B
s+1/p
p,p (Ω) so thatγDu = g,

we have

‖g − Pj,ΓDg‖Lp(ΓD) = ‖γD(u − P ∗
j,Ωu)‖Lp(ΓD)

= ‖γD
∑
l≥j

Q∗
l,Ωu‖Lp(ΓD)

≤
∑

l≥j
‖γDQ

∗
l,Ωu‖pLp(ΓD)

1/p

<∼

∑
l≥j

(2l/p‖Q∗
l,Ωu‖Lp(Ω))

p

1/p

<∼ 2−js

∑
l≥j

(2l(s+1/p)‖Q∗
l,Ωu‖Lp(Ω))

p

1/p

<∼ 2−js‖u‖
B

s+1/p
p,p (Ω)

. ��

(31)

2.2.2 Stability properties of the basesΨΓD , Ψ
∗
Ω and the liftingR.

Theorem 2.3 Letp, q ∈ [1,∞], assuming hypothesis 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5
andτ(p) > 1/p, the multiscale decomposition defined by the biorthogonal
projectorsP ∗

j,Ω is stable inBs
p,q(Ω) for the range1/p < s < min(τ(p), n)

i.e.

‖u‖Bs
p,q(Ω) ∼ ‖P ∗

0,Ωu‖Lp(Ω) + ‖ (2js‖Q∗
j,Ωu‖Lp(Ω)

)
j≥0 ‖lq ,(32)

and the decomposition defined by the projectorsPj,ΓD is stable inBs
p,q

(ΓD) for the range0 < s < min(τ(p), n) − 1/p i.e.

‖g‖Bs
p,q(ΓD) ∼ ‖P0,ΓDg‖Lp(ΓD) + ‖ (2js‖Qj,ΓDg‖Lp(ΓD)

)
j≥0 ‖lq .(33)

Proof.The spacesBs
p,q(ΓD) are interpolation spaces from their definition

as quotient spaces of the interpolation spacesBs
p,q(Ω). Hence, these norm

equivalences are direct applications of Theorem 2.1.��

In order to derive the stability of the lifting operator (19) we need to as-
sume the stability inLp (9) of the wavelet basesΨ∗

j,Ω andΨj,ΓD at the level
j satisfying the partition (18). Such properties will be classically obtained
by an argument of local linear independence.

Theorem 2.4 Letp ∈ [1,∞]. Assuming the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3 and
the stability inLp ofΨ∗

j,Ω andΨj,ΓD , the lifting (19) is stable fromB
s
p,q(ΓD)
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intoBs+1/p
p,q (Ω), i.e.

‖R(g)‖
B

s+1/p
p,q (Ω)

<∼ ‖g‖Bs
p,q(ΓD),

for the range0 < s < min(τ(p), n) − 1/p.

Proof.This is a direct consequence of the norm equivalences (10) for both
the domain and the boundary.

Forp < 1, the above theorem extends under the assumptions of Propo-
sition 2.5.

Theorem 2.5 Letp, q ∈]0, 1[, under the assumptions of Proposition 2.5, we
have for all 1r + d

p − d
r < s < min(τ(p), n)

‖u‖Bs
p,q(Ω) ∼ ‖P ∗

0,Ωu‖Lp(Ω) + ‖ (2js‖Q∗
j,Ωu‖Lp(Ω)

)
j≥0 ‖lq ,(34)

and for all (d − 1)(1
p − 1

r ) < s < min(τ(p), n) − 1/p

‖g‖Bs
p,q(ΓD) ∼ ‖P0,ΓDg‖Lp(ΓD) + ‖ (2js‖Qj,ΓDg‖Lp(ΓD)

)
j≥0 ‖lq .(35)

If in addition the basesΨ∗
j,Ω andΨj,ΓD are stable inLp, then the lifting (19)

satisfies
‖R(g)‖

B
s+1/p
p,q (Ω)

<∼ ‖g‖Bs
p,q(ΓD)

for the range(d − 1)(1
p − 1

r ) < s < min(τ(p), n) − 1/p.

Proof. Again this is a direct application of Theorem 2.1.��

3 Realization by domain decomposition

So far, there aremainly two constructions of biorthogonal wavelet bases on a
domainΩ or amanifoldΓD. The first one, not considered in this paper, starts
from P1 finite element spacesVj defined on nested triangulations (in 2D),
and looks for complement spacesWj so that the primal and dual wavelet
bases satisfy the desired properties of stability and supports (see for these
approaches [27,15,8]).

The second construction starts from compactly supported biorthogonal
wavelets on the real line as defined in [6]. Then, the construction on a fairly
general domainΩ (or manifold) is achieved by the following steps

R →]0, 1[→]0, 1[d→ Ω = ∪Ωi, Ωi ∼]0, 1[d,

where the first step is obtained by restriction and adaptations at the edges, the
second step by tensor product, and the third step uses domain decomposition
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techniques. One of the main interest of this second approach is to benefit
from the large class of biorthogonal wavelets on the line, with arbitrary
orders of approximation and regularity of the MRA spaces as well as a
construction on tensor product domains that preserves the nice properties
that hold on the line.

In Sect. 3.1 we briefly recall the basic features of biorthogonal wavelets
on the line and on the interval]0, 1[. In particular we focus on a construction
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions at the edges 0 or 1, which
extends the construction of [2] in order to include the case of discontinuous
generators on the lineφ or φ̃. Biorthogonal wavelet bases on]0, 1[d are then
classically derived by tensor products.

In Sect. 3.2.1 we recall the domain decomposition strategy introduced
in [14], and in Sect. 3.2.1 we propose a new construction of the matching
wavelets at the interfaces that differ from the one introduced in [2] and will
be used in Sect. 3.3 for the construction of the lifting wavelets.

3.1 Biorthogonal wavelet bases on]0, 1[d

3.1.1 Biorthogonal wavelet bases on the line.The construction on the
line ([6,16]) starts from a pair of compactly supported scaling functions
(φ, φ̃) of supports[−m0,m1] and [−m̃0, m̃1] (with integer edges) satis-
fying (i) the two scale relationsφ =

∑m1
m=−m0

√
2hmφ(2. − m), φ̃ =∑m̃1

m=−m̃0

√
2h̃mφ̃(2. − m) for finite masks or filtersh andh̃, and (ii) the

biorthogonality relations

〈φ, φ(x − k)〉 = δk for all k ∈ Z.

A pair of primal and dual MRA spaces(Vj(R), Ṽj(R)) are spanned by the
biorthogonal compactly supported bases

Φj = {φj,k := 2
j
2φ(2j . − k), k ∈ Z},

Φ̃j = {φ̃j,k := 2
j
2 φ̃(2j . − k), k ∈ Z}.

(36)

It is shown in [6] that in that case the primal and dual wavelet spaces
(Wj(R), W̃j(R)) are spanned by the biorthogonal compactly supported
wavelet bases

Ψj = {ψj,k := 2
j
2ψ(2j . − k), k ∈ Z},

Ψ̃j = {ψ̃j,k := 2
j
2 ψ̃(2j . − k), k ∈ Z},

(37)

whereψ :=
∑√

2gmφ(2. − m) and ψ̃ :=
∑√

2g̃mφ(2. − m) are the
mother wavelets obtained from the wavelet filtersgm = (−1)mh̃1−m and
g̃m = (−1)mh1−m.
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In [6] such compactly biorthogonal generators(φ, φ̃) are built with arbi-
trary smoothness. We shall denote byτ(p) andτ̃(p) the supremum of their
smoothness measured inW s,p (for p ≥ 1 and inBs

p,p for p ∈]0, 1[) with
τ(2) > 0 andτ̃(2) > 0. In addition, these generators have arbitrary order
of approximationsn andñ in the sense that the integer translates ofφ and
φ̃ span the polynomials ofPn−1 andPñ−1.

The following proposition (see e.g. [4]) states the direct and inverse
estimates inVj(R) andṼj(R) as well as the stability inLp of the bases at
the levelj.

Proposition 3.1 Let p ∈]0,∞], if φ ∈ Lp thenΦj andΨj areLp stable in
the sense of (9).

Let r ∈ [1,∞] so thatφ ∈ Lr andφ̃ ∈ Lr′
, then

‖f − Pjf‖Lp <∼ 2−js‖f‖Bs
p,p

for all
1
p

− 1
r
< s ≤ n.(38)

If p = r ∈ [1,∞], these estimates are obtained inW s,p norms for the range
0 ≤ s ≤ n (in particular the projectors are stable inLp).

Letp ∈]0,∞] and assume0 ≤ s < τ(p), then for allfj ∈ Vj(R)

‖fj‖Bs
p,p

<∼ 2js‖fj‖Lp .(39)

Again forp ∈ [1,∞] these estimates also hold inW s,p norms.
The same properties hold for the dual MRA spaces, projectors and bases

with n andτ(p) replaced bỹn and τ̃(p).

Note that the proof of the stability inLp of Φj andΨj derives from the local
linear independence of the basis functions proved in [23].

From this proposition, the stability properties of the wavelet basesΨ and
Ψ̃ are readily obtained from theorems 2.1 forp ∈]0, 1[ and 2.2 forp ≥ 1.

3.1.2 Biorthogonal wavelet bases on the interval.Starting from a pair
of biorthogonal generators on the line(φ, φ̃), there are many constructions
of biorthogonal wavelets on the interval]0, 1[ (see [1,7,25,13]). All these
constructions share the basic ideas introduced in [7] and [1] to retain for the
definition of the MRA spacesVj andṼj
(i) the “interior” scaling functions on the line which supports are in[δ02−j ,
1 − δ12−j ] for Vj and [δ̃02−j , 1 − δ̃12−j ] for Ṽj , whereδ = (δ0, δ1),
δ̃ = (δ̃0, δ̃1) are pairs of non negative integer parameters.
(ii) at the edges 0 and1only then, forVj , andñ, for Ṽj , truncated linear com-
binations of scaling functions that correspond to the reproduction on]0, 1[
of themonomials of degreesα = 0, . . . , n−1, forVj , andα = 0, . . . , ñ−1,
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for Ṽj . Then, the optimal orders of approximationn andñ and the nested-
ness are preserved.

Let CL = (CL0,CL1) where−1 ≤ CLε ≤ n − 2, ε = 0, 1, and
similarly C̃L = (C̃L0, C̃L1) with n replaced bỹn. This strategy enables in
addition to take into account homogeneous boundary conditions at the edges
0 and 1 of ordersCL for the primal MRA and̃CL for the dual MRA. For that
purpose it suffices to retain in the previous definition only the monomials of
degreesα = CLε + 1, . . . , n − 1 andβ = C̃Lε + 1, . . . , ñ − 1, ε = 0, 1 at
the edgesε = 0, 1. In these notations,CLε or C̃Lε = −1 hence denotes no
boundary conditions.

Recalling that suppφ = [−m0,m1], the primal MRAV δ,CL
j is defined

as follows.

Φintδ
j :=

{
ϕj,k = φj,k, k = m0 + δ0, . . . , 2j − m1 − δ1

}
,

Φ
(0),δ0,CL0
j :=

{
ϕ

(0),δ0
j,α =

m0−1+δ0∑
k=−m1+1

〈xα, φ̃0,k〉φj,k,

α = CL0 + 1, . . . , n − 1
}
,

Φ
(1),δ1,CL0
j :=

{
ϕ

(1),δ1
j,α =

m1−1+δ1∑
k=−m0+1

〈(−1)αxα, φ̃0,−k〉φj,2j−k,

α = CL1 + 1, . . . , n − 1
}
,

V δ,CL
j := S(Φ(0),δ0,CL0

j ) ⊕ S
(
Φintδ
j

)
⊕ S(Φ(1),δ1,CL1

j ),

(40)

and similarly for the dual MRÃV δ̃,C̃L
j with δ̃ = (δ̃0, δ̃1). The definitions of

V δ,CL
j andṼ δ̃,C̃L

j hold wheneverj ≥ j0 for a coarse levelj0 so that there is

no overlapping of the subscripts in the definitions ofΦintδ
j andΦ̃int,δ̃

j .

In order to obtain biorthogonal MRA spaces, the parametersδ andδ̃ are
chosen to match the dimensions ofV δ

j andṼ δ̃
j separately at both edges i.e.

for ε = 0, 1

mε + δε + −n + CLε = m̃ε + δ̃ε − ñ + C̃Lε.(41)

Forε = 0, 1, let us consider the matrices

M ε,CLε,C̃Lε = (〈fεj,k, f̃εj,k′〉)k,k′=0,...,max(n−CLε−1,ñ−C̃Lε−1)−1,

where f0
j,α = ϕ

δ0,(0)
j,α+CL0+1 for α = 0, . . . , n − CL0 − 2, and f0

j,k =
φj,m0+δ0+(k−n+CL0+1) for k = n − CL0 − 1, . . . ,max(n − CL0 − 1, ñ −
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C̃L0 − 1) − 1 (if n − CL0 < ñ − C̃L0), and analogous definitions forf1
j,k

f̃0
j,k andf̃

1
j,k.

Then, the MRA spaces admit local biorthogonal Riesz basesΦδ,CL
j and

Φ̃δ,C̃L
j (cf. (11)) if and only if these matrices are non singular which will al-

ways be assumed in the following. The biorthogonal basesΦδ,CL
j andΦ̃δ,C̃L

j

will include a fixed numbermax(n−CLε−1, ñ−C̃Lε−1)−1 of modified
scaling functions at the edgesε = 0, 1 while all the other basis functions
are scaling functions on the real lineφj,k.

The construction of local biorthogonal (in the sense of (11)) Riesz bases
(Ψj , Ψ̃j) of the wavelet spaces(Wj , W̃j) is addressed in [25] and in [13]
using a different technique. In both cases, as for the scaling function bases,
one ends up with a fixed number of modified wavelets at the edges while all
the other wavelets are wavelets on the real line (37).

Proposition 3.1, stated on the line, still applies for this construction on
the interval with the same ranges for the inverse and direct estimates (see
e.g. [4]). Note that in the caseCL �= (−1,−1) (resp.C̃L �= (−1,−1))
the direct estimates have to be written with the function spaces satisfying
homogeneous boundary conditions of ordersCL (resp.C̃L) at the edges.

Dirichlet homogeneous boundary conditions.In our setting we need to
deal specifically with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, say for
the primal MRA spaces, at the edges 0 or 1, i.e.CL = (−1, 0), (−1,−1) or
(0,−1). In that particular case, a symmetric choice of the boundary condi-
tions for the dual MRA i.e.

C̃L = CL

enables to relate simply the biorthogonal wavelets bases of these spaces to
those obtained forCL = C̃L = (−1,−1) i.e. without boundary conditions.
This is specified by the following propositions which has been also derived
in [2] in the case of continuous generatorsφ andφ̃. It is stated forCL =
(0, 0) since both edges are treated separatly. The proof is postponed to the
Appendix.

Let (V δ
j , Ṽ

δ̃
j ) denote biorthogonal MRA spaces without boundary con-

ditions so thatmε + δε − n = m̃ε + δ̃ε − ñ, ε = 0, 1 and the matrices
M ε,−1,−1, ε = 0, 1 are assumed to be non singular.

Proposition 3.2 LetCLD = (0, 0), we assume that the MRA spaces

V δ,CLD
j andṼ δ̃,CLD

j
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are biorthogonal i.e. that the matricesM ε,0,0, ε = 0, 1 are non singular.
Then, there exist biorthogonal bases{

Φδj = {ϕj,k, k = 0, . . . ,#∆j − 1}
Φ̃δ̃j = {ϕ̃j,k, k = 0, . . . ,#∆j − 1}(42)

of (V δ
j , Ṽ

δ̃
j ) so that{

Φδ,CLD
j = {ϕj,k, k = 1, . . . ,#∆j − 2}

Φ̃δ̃,CLD
j = {ϕ̃j,k, k = 1 . . . ,#∆j − 2}.(43)

are biorthogonal bases ofV δ,CLD
j andṼ δ̃,CLD

j .

Proposition 3.3 Under the assumptions of the previous proposition, there
exist biorthogonalwaveletbasesΨj andΨ̃j of thespacesWj = V δ

j+1∩(Ṽ δ̃
j )⊥

andW̃j = Ṽ δ̃
j+1 ∩ (V δ

j )⊥{
Ψj = {ψj,k, k = 0, . . . , 2j − 1}
Ψ̃j = {ψ̃j,k, k = 0 . . . , 2j − 1}(44)

so that

ΨCLD
j =

{ 1√
2
(ψj,0 − ϕj,0), ψj,k, k = 1, . . . , 2j − 2,

1√
2
(ψj,2j−1 − ϕj,#∆j−1)

}
Ψ̃CLD
j =

{ 1√
2
(ψ̃j,0 − ϕ̃j,0), ψ̃j,k, k = 1, . . . , 2j − 2,

1√
2
(ψ̃j,2j−1 − ϕ̃j,#∆j−1)

}
(45)

are biorthogonal bases of the wavelet spaces

WCLD
j = V δ,CLD

j+1 ∩ (Ṽ δ̃,CLD
j )⊥ and W̃CLD

j = Ṽ δ̃,CLD
j+1 ∩ (V δ,CLD

j )⊥.

3.1.3 Tensor product wavelets.Starting from any biorthogonal wavelets
on the interval]0, 1[, biorthogonal wavelets on the domain̂Ω =]0, 1[d are
derived by tensor products. We will consider for simplicityd = 2 since any
dimension is treated similarly.

Let (Φj , Φ̃j), (Ψj , Ψ̃j) denote biorthogonal scaling function and wavelet
bases on the interval]0, 1[ spanning the MRA and wavelet spaces(Vj , Ṽj),
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(Wj , W̃j). Also we denote by(Pj , P̃j) the corresponding biorthogonal pro-
jectors.

The tensor product bases{
Φj,Ω̂ := Φj ⊗ Φj

Φ̃j,Ω̂ := Φ̃j ⊗ Φ̃j ,

are biorthogonal and span the biorthogonal MRA spaces{
Vj(Ω̂) := Vj ⊗ Vj ,

Ṽj(Ω̂) := Ṽj ⊗ Ṽj

of L2(Ω̂). They define the biorthogonal projectorsPj,Ω̂ := Pj ⊗ Pj and

P̃j,Ω̂ := P̃j ⊗ P̃j stable inL2(Ω̂).

The complement or wavelet spaces(Wj(Ω̂), W̃j(Ω̂)), i.e. the ranges
of the projectorsQj,Ω̂ = Pj+1,Ω̂ − Pj,Ω̂ andQ̃j,Ω̂ = P̃j+1,Ω̂ − P̃j,Ω̂, are
spanned by the “canonical tensor product” biorthogonal wavelet Riesz bases
defined by

Ψj,Ω̂ = Φj ⊗ Ψj ∪ Ψj ⊗ Φj ∪ Ψj ⊗ Ψj ,(46)

for the primal basis and similarly for the dual basisΨ̃j,Ω̂.

Again, Proposition 3.1 still applies in this multivariate case (see e.g. [4])
and the stability properties of the wavelet bases are deduced from theorem
2.1 forp ∈]0, 1[ and 2.2 forp ≥ 1.

3.2 Domain decomposition

In these techniques, the domainΩ of R
d (or more generally a manifold

of dimensiond) is assumed to be decomposed into disjoint subdomains
(Ωi)i=1,...,N so that

Ω =
N⋃
i=1

Ωi.

In addition, for each subdomain, there exists a regular one to one parametri-

zationκi from Ω̂ toΩi, whereΩ̂ is the reference domain]0, 1[d. We shall
denote byJi the Jacobian|∂κi ◦ κ−1

i | defined onΩi.

Given biorthogonal wavelet bases(ΨΩ̂, Ψ̃Ω̂) on the reference domain,
their push-forwards(ΨΩ̂ ◦ κ−1

i , Ψ̃Ω̂ ◦ κ−1
i ) onto the subdomainΩi define

biorthogonal wavelet bases onΩi with the same range of stability, where
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the duality pairing is induced by the equivalent scalar product(f, g)i =∫
Ω̂ f ◦ κi(x̂)g ◦ κi(x̂)dx̂.
These bases have to be matched at the interfaces of the subdomains in

order to define biorthogonal wavelet bases(ΨΩ, Ψ̃Ω) on thewhole domainΩ.
The regularity of the matching will crucially determine the range of stabil-
ity of ΨΩ (andΨ̃Ω), and impose (i) conforming assumptions on the domain
sss decomposition(Ωi, κi)i=1,...,N and (ii) assumptions on the choice of the
biorthogonal bases on the reference domain.

We follow here the strategy introduced in [18], [19], and in more gen-
erality in [14] and also in [2]. For each subdomain, biorthogonal MRA
(Vj(Ωi), Ṽj(Ωi)) are derived from tensor product MRA on the reference
domain obtained from the same biorthogonal generators on the line(φ, φ̃).
Assuming theC0 conformity (specified below) of the domain decomposi-
tion, biorthogonal MRA(Vj(Ω), Ṽj(Ω)) on the whole domainΩ are ob-
tained by aC0 matching at the interfaces for both the primal and dual MRA.
The MRA spaces can include homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
on a subsetΓD of Γ := ∂Ω satisfying some conformity assumption, pro-
vided that the same boundary conditions are retained for both the primal and
dual MRA. This approach enables to cover in general the range of stability
−1/p < s < 1 + 1/p of the multiscale decomposition.

One specific difficulty of these domain decomposition techniques is the
explicit construction of the biorthogonalwavelet basesΨj,Ω Ψ̃j,Ω of the com-
plement spaces, and in particular the matching wavelets at the interfaces of
the decomposition. We introduce in Sect. 3.2.2 a new construction which
differs from the one proposed in [2]. This analysis is based on a natural
hierarchy of the interfaces. In addition, the same ideas will readily apply in
Sect. 3.3 for the construction of the lifting wavelets ofΨ b

j,Ω.

C0 conformity assumptions on the domain decomposition(Ωi, κi)i=1,...,N .
Forp = 0, . . . , d− 1, we call p-face of a subdomainΩi, the imageκi(σ) of
a faceσ of dimensionp of Ω̂.

For each pair(i, l) ∈ {1, . . . , N}2, the intersection̄Ωi ∩ Ω̄l is assumed
to be either empty or a p-face of both subdomainsΩi andΩl. Thesep-faces
are the interfaces of the domain decomposition.

For anyp-faceσi,l common to the subdomainsΩi andΩl, so thatσi,l =
κi(σ̂) = κl(σ̂′), we assume that

κ−1
i ◦ κl(47)

defines an affine isometry from̂σ′ to σ̂.
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In addition, the boundaryΓ of Ω splits into two disjoint open subsets
ΓD andΓN of Γ so thatΓ = Γ̄D ∪ Γ̄N, and for alli = 1, . . . , N ,

∂Ωi ∩ Γ̄D, ∂Ωi ∩ Γ̄N,

are either empty or the unions ofp-faces ofΩi.

3.2.1 Biorthogonal MRA onΩ. We consider a pair of biorthogonal gen-
erators on the line(φ, φ̃) whereφ is continuous. We assume that these
generators are symmetric in the sense thatφ (andφ̃) verifiesφ(−x) = φ(x)
or φ(1 − x) = φ(x). This is for example the case for the commonly used
family of spline biorthogonal wavelets [6].

The biorthogonal scaling functions andwavelets on the interval]0, 1[ are
built under the assumptions of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 with the symmetric
choiceδ0 = δ1 andδ̃0 = δ̃1. Then, it is always possible to choose the bases
(Φδj , Φ̃

δ̃
j) (42) and(Ψj , Ψ̃j) (44) so that in addition

ϕj,k(1 − x) = ϕj,dj−k(x), ϕ̃j,k(1 − x) = ϕ̃j,dj−k(x),

k = 0, . . . , dj

ψj,k(1 − x) = ψj,2j−k−1(x), ψ̃j,k(1 − x) = ψ̃j,2j−k−1(x),

k = 0, . . . , 2j − 1

(48)

wheredj := #∆j −1. The biorthogonal bases with homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions

CL = C̃L ∈ B := {(−1,−1), (−1, 0), (0,−1), (0, 0)},
at the edges 0 or 1 are deduced from Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 and will be

denoted by(Φδ,CL
j , Φ̃δ̃,CL

j ) and(ΨCL
j , Ψ̃CL

j ).

In order todescribe thematchingof the scaling functionsat the interfaces,
it is convenient to replace the subscriptsk = 0, . . . , dj by the disjoint points
ξj,k ∈ [0, 1] so thatξj,0 = 0 andξj,dj

= 1. Then the scaling function bases
on the interval rewriteΦδ,CL

j =
{
ϕj,ξj,k

, k ∈ ∆CL
j

}
Φ̃δ,CL
j =

{
ϕ̃j,ξj,k

, k ∈ ∆CL
j

}
.

(49)

By tensor product techniques we obtain biorthogonal scaling function bases
on the reference domain̂Ω satisfying the boundary conditions of order
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cl = (clm,m = 1, . . . , d) ∈ Bd. They are denoted by
Φcl
j,Ω̂

=
d⊗

m=1

Φδ,cl
m

j =
{
ϕj,x̂j,k

, k ∈ ∆cl
j

}
Φ̃cl
j,Ω̂

=
d⊗

m=1

Φ̃δ,cl
m

j =
{
ϕ̃j,x̂j,k

, k ∈ ∆cl
j

}
,

(50)

wherex̂j,k = (ξj,k1 , . . . , ξj,kd
) for all k = (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ {0, . . . , dj}d.

The scaling function bases on the subdomainsΩi are the push-forwards
of the bases defined on the reference domain denoted byΦcl

j,Ωi
=
{
ϕ

(i)
j,xi

j,k

, k ∈ ∆cl
j

}
Φ̃cl
j,Ωi

=
{
ϕ̃

(i)
j,xi

j,k

, k ∈ ∆cl
j

}
,

(51)

wherexij,k = κi(x̂j,k), k ∈ {0, . . . , dj}d andϕ(i)
j,xi

j,k

= ϕj,x̂j,k
◦ κ−1

i ,

ϕ̃
(i)
j,xi

j,k

= ϕ̃j,x̂j,k
◦ κ−1

i . They are biorthogonal for the scalar product(., .)i.

In order to take into account the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions onΓD, we will denote by

∆
(i)
j = {k ∈ {0, . . . , dj}d : xij,k �∈ ∂Ωi ∩ Γ̄D}

and by Φj,Ωi =
{
ϕ

(i)
j,xi

j,k

, k ∈ ∆
(i)
j

}
Φ̃j,Ωi =

{
ϕ̃

(i)
j,xi

j,k

, k ∈ ∆
(i)
j

}
,

(52)

thescaling functionbiorthogonal bases including theseboundary conditions.
They span the biorthogonal MRA spaces

Vj(Ωi), Ṽj(Ωi).

We consider the grids of points

Gj =
{
xij,k, k ∈ {0, . . . , dj}d, i = 1, . . . , N

}
.(53)

and

Gj,Ω =
{
xij,k, k ∈ ∆

(i)
j , i = 1, . . . , N

}
⊂ Gj .(54)

The primal MRA onΩ is defined by theC0 matching

Vj(Ω) := (ΠN
i=1Vj(Ωi)) ∩ C0(Ω).(55)
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Although the generator̃φ is not assumed to be continuous, the dual MRA is
defined by the samematching conditions and the same boundary conditions.
This is specified by the following proposition whose proof is elementary
from the properties of the scaling function bases on the interval and theC0

conformity of the decomposition. A detailed proof can be found in [2].

Proposition 3.4 For all x ∈ Gj,Ω let

I(x) := {i ∈ (1, . . . , N) : x ∈ Ω̄i}.
Then, the collection

Φj,Ω :=
{
ϕj,x :=

∑
i∈I(x)

χΩiϕ
(i)
j,x, x ∈ Gj,Ω

}
(56)

is a Riesz basis ofVj(Ω) and

Φ̃j,Ω :=
{
ϕ̃j,x :=

1
#I(x)

∑
i∈I(x)

χΩiϕ̃
(i)
j,x, x ∈ Gj,Ω

}
(57)

defines a biorthogonal Riesz basis (spanning the dual MRA spacesṼj(Ω)),
for the equivalent scalar product

(f, g) :=
n∑
i=1

(f |Ωi , g|Ωi)i.(58)

In this definition, the biorthogonality is defined with respect to the scalar
product(., .). Assuming aCm conformity (withm ≥ 0) of the domain
decomposition(Ωi, κi)i=1...,N , the Lebesgue measure defined by(., .) will
induce an equivalent normW s,p(Ω) (orBs

p,q) for the range−(m+ 1/p) <
s < m + 1 + 1/p only (see [14] for details). This will in any case limit the
range of stability of the wavelet basisΨΩ andΨ̃Ω.

With this limitation inmind, Proposition 3.1 on the line still holds, where
the direct estimates have to be written in terms of function spaces satisfying
Dirichlet homogeneous boundary condition onΓD and the inverse estimates
are limited by both the regularity of the matchingm + 1 + 1/p and the
generatorτ(p). We refer to [2] for a detailed proof forp = 2 (that extends
readily for anyp ≥ 1) and to [4] for0 < p < 1. Then, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2
apply directly with the above mentioned caution for negative smoothness.
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3.2.2 Construction of the wavelet bases.We propose in this subsection a
new technique for the construction of biorthogonal wavelet basesΨj,Ω and
Ψ̃j,Ω of the complement spaces

Wj(Ω) = Vj+1(Ω) ∩ (Ṽj(Ω))⊥ andW̃j(Ω) = Ṽj+1(Ω) ∩ Vj(Ω)⊥.

In the first step of the construction we define a complement basisΨ (
j,Ω of

Φj,Ω in Vj+1(Ω). Then it will suffice to subtract the biorthogonal projection
Pj,Ω (also called coarse correction) in order to obtain a wavelet basis of
Wj(Ω):

Ψj,Ω = (I − Pj,Ω)Ψ (
j,Ω.(59)

Thecomplement basisΨ (
j,Ω is derived from thescaling functionandwavelets

basesΦj,Ωi (52) andΨj,Ωi on each subdomain, in such a way that the coarse
correction (59)will onlyapplyat the interfacesof thedomaindecomposition.

A wavelet basis for̃Wj(Ω) is obtained symmetrically and the biorthog-
onalization, i.e. the definition of new bases so that〈Ψj,Ω, Ψ̃j,Ω〉 = I, will
only involve the wavelets at the interfaces of the decomposition.

In addition, all the computations at the interfaces will be done accord-
ing to a natural geometric hierarchy of the interfaces of the decomposition
defined below.

Definition 3.1 InterfacesWe call(d − 1)-interface of the domain decom-
position(Ωi, κi)i=1,...,N , a(d−1)-face common to two subdomainsΩi and
Ωl. Recursively, for0 ≤ p ≤ d−2, d ≥ 2, ap-interface is ap-face common
to at least two(p + 1)-interfaces. In order to complete the hierarchy, the
d-interfaces will abusively denote the subdomainsΩi, i = 1 . . . , N .

For d = 1, 2, 3 we will use the following terminology: a0-interface is
called a vertex and a(d − 1)-interface a face. Ford = 3 a 1-interface is
called a side.

Step 1.The basisΦj+1,Ω is partitioned intop-blocks according to the hi-
erarchy of thep-interfaces, eachp-block corresponding to onep-interface.
First we consider forp = d all the scaling functions that vanish on all the
q-interfaces forq ≤ d − 1 i.e. the blocks related to each subdomainΩi,
i = 1, . . . , N . Then, forp = d − 1, . . . 0 fixed, we consider for any given
p-interface the scaling functions non zero on thisp-interface but vanishing
on all the otherp-interfaces and all theq-interfaces forq ≤ p − 1.

We apply to each of thesep-blocks, the canonical tensor product (in the
reference domain, cf. (46))p-dimensional two level (j + 1 to j) decom-
position with the same boundary conditions as thep-dimensional scaling
function basis that is decomposed.
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Proposition 3.5 Excluding the functionswritten exclusivelywith univariate
scaling functions (of scalesj or j+1), we obtain a completionΨ (

j,Ω ofΦj,Ω
in Vj+1(Ω).

Proof. By construction,Ψ (
j,Ω is a set of functions ofVj+1(Ω) so that

#Ψ (
j,Ω = #Φj+1,Ω − #Φj,Ω. Let us prove that the collectionΦj,Ω ∪ Ψ (

j,Ω

spansVj+1(Ω). First theN d-blocks ofΦj+1,Ω are spanned as it is eas-
ily seen from the decomposition of thesed-blocks for each subdomainΩi,
i = 1, . . . , N .

Then, starting fromp = d− 1 to p = 0, for any givenp-interfaceF , we
shall show that thep-blockΦj+1,F ⊂ Φj+1,Ω associated toF is spanned. For
that,we factorizeΦj+1,F as thep-dimensional (in thedirectionsofF ) scaling
function basis (that is decomposed) times the remaining(d−p)-dimensional
scaling function basis. Clearly, it suffices to show that we span the block
Φ̄j+1,F obtained fromΦj+1,F whenwritting the(d−p) dimensional scaling
functions at the scalej instead ofj + 1. IndeedΦj+1,F − 2(d−p)/2Φ̄j+1,F
is spanned by thep′-blocks forp′ > p since these functions vanish at all
theq-interfaces forq ≤ p. To conclude, we note that̄Φj+1,F is spanned by
construction, since itsp-dimensional canonical decomposition gives rise to
functions inΨ (

j,Ω ∪ Φj,Ω. ��

Step 2.The completionΨ̃ (
j,Ω of Φ̃j,Ω in Ṽj+1(Ω) is simply obtained from

Ψ (
j,Ω adding the superscripts.̃ Then, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 3.6 The bases{
Ψj,Ω = (I − Pj,Ω)Ψ (

j,Ω,

Ψ̃j,Ω = (I − P̃j,Ω) Ψ̃ (
j,Ω,

(60)

are local Riesz bases ofWj(Ω) andW̃j(Ω). In addition, the coarse correc-
tions (60) and the biorthogonalization need to be done on a fixed number,
independent ofj, of functions for eachp-interface,p = d−1, . . . , 0. Indeed,
for a givenp-interface, by tensor product, the computations reduce to those
of a0-interface in dimensiond − p.

Proof.The proof is constructive.
The hierarchy of thep-interfaces forp = d, . . . , 0 defines a partition of the
gridGj (53). For a givenp-interfaceF , we denote byGj(F ) the subset ofGj
related to this partition. As we did for the scaling functions on the interval,
it will be convenient to associate to each wavelet on the intervalψj,k (or
ψ̃j,k), k = 0, . . . , 2j − 1, (whatever the boundary conditions at the edges)
a pointηj,k ∈ [0, 1]. We require thatηj,0 = 0, ηj,2j−1 = 1 while the other
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points are chosen arbitrarily in]0, 1[, since only the interfaces will matter in
the subsequent analysis.

Using the pointsηj,k together with theξj,k and the parametrizations
κi, we can associate to each function ofΨ (

j,Ω (or Ψ̃ (
j,Ω) a point ofΩ. To a

given pointx of an interfaceF corresponds one or several functions ofΨ (
j,Ω

(and hence ofΨj,Ω), that will be refered to as the functions ofΨ
(
j,Ω and the

wavelets “associated” tox.

LetFp denote the set ofp-interfaces and

F =
d−1⋃
p=0

Fp.

Then we have the following properties: the coarse correction only applies
to the functions ofΨ (

j,Ω associated to the points of⋃
F∈F

Gj(F ) /ΓD.

Let x ∈ ⋃F∈F Gj(F )/ΓD ⊂ Gj,Ω. The coarse correction of any function

f ∈ Ψ (
j,Ω associated tox simply writes

f − (f, ϕ̃j,x)ϕj,x.(61)

In particular, this correction is local.

After coarse correction, only the primal and dual wavelets associated to
the grid points ⋃

F∈F
Gj(F )

need to be biorthogonalized. In addition, the biorthogonalization is done
separately for each interface i.e. for each subset of functions associated to
the grid points ofGj(F ). We shall say that the corresponding wavelets are
associated to the interface F.

LetΨj,F andΨ̃j,F denote thesetsofwavelets (beforebiorthogonalization)
associated to ap-interfaceF , (hence with#Ψj,F = #Ψj,F ∼ 2jp). By
tensor product in the directions of the interface, their construction by coarse
correction reduces to the construction of wavelets associated to a0-interface
in dimensiond−p (i.e in the directions orthogonal to the interface). Also the
inversion of the biorthogonalization matrixCF = (Ψj,F , Ψ̃j,F ) reduces to
the inversion of amatrix of dimension independent ofj which is nothing but
the biorthogonalization matrix of the wavelets associated to the0-interface
in dimensiond − p.
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Note that these matrices are non-singular since the non-singularity of
the matrix(Ψj,Ω, Ψ̃j,Ω) is deduced from the biorthogonality of the spaces
Vj(Ω) andṼj(Ω).

These properties prove in particular that the basesΨj,Ω andΨ̃j,Ω are local
Riesz bases before and after biorthogonalization. In fine, we end up with

– the (e.g. primal) wavelets associated to thep-interfaces,p = d−1, . . . , 0
that are obtained by tensor products from computations involving only
the wavelets and scaling functions on the interval[0, 1] ϕj,0, ϕj,dj

, ψj,0,
ψj,2j−1 and the parametrizationsκi.

– The remainingwavelets associated to each subdomainΩi, i = 1, . . . , N ,
and belonging toΨj,Ωi . ��

Remark 3.1The choice of the biorthogonal wavelets at the interfaces is not
unique as it clearly appears in the biorthogonalization step. IfKF andK̃F

denote the square matrices so thatΨnew
j,F = KFΨj,F andΨ̃new

j,F = K̃F Ψ̃j,F ,
then they only need to verify the relation

KF CF (K̃F )T = IF .

This non-uniqueness allows to impose additionnal properties for the wave-
lets at the interfaces such as symmetry or minimal supports that are studied
in details in [3] in dimension 1 and 2.

The following subsection illustrates this construction for the interfaces
of a general 2-dimensional domain decomposition. A similar analysis is
carried out in [3] using the techniques described in [2].

3.2.3 Interfacewavelets for a 2-dimensional domain.Weneed to build the
wavelets associated to the 1-interfaces (facesF ) and the 0-interfaces (ver-
ticesV ). For these last wavelets we shall distinguish theinterior vertices
V ∈ Ω, from the boundary verticesV ∈ Γ which split into three subcases:
V ∈ ΓN (Neumann-Neumann vertex), V ∈ ΓD (Dirichlet-Dirichlet vertex
) andV ∈ Γ̄D ∩ Γ̄N (Neumann-Dirichlet vertex).

Face wavelets.Let Ω̂ =]0, 1[2, O = (0, 0), A = (1, 0), B = (0, 1) and
Î = OA. Given the domain decomposition(Ωi, κi)i=1,...,N , the subdomains
Ω1 andΩ2 are assumed to share the faceF = Ω̄1 ∩ Ω̄2. For conveniency
in the notation we assume in addition that

κ1(Î) = κ2(Î) = F.
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Theconstructionof thewavelets at the faceF reduces to the computationof a
one dimensional vertex of a decomposition(Ii, ξi)i=1,2 whereI1 = ξ−1

1 (Î),
I2 = ξ−1

2 (Î) andV = Ī1 ∩ Ī2 = ξ−1
1 (O) = ξ−1

2 (O). The functions of the
completionassociated to thevertexV are thosewritten in termsof thescaling
functions and waveletsϕj,0 ◦ ξ−1

i , ψj,0 ◦ ξ−1
i , i = 1, 2, i.e.

ψj,0 ◦ ξ−1
1 − ϕj,0 ◦ ξ−1

1 andψj,0 ◦ ξ−1
2 − ϕj,0 ◦ ξ−1

2 .

Letϕj,I1∩I2 := 1√
2
(ϕj,0 ◦ξ−1

1 +ϕj,0 ◦ξ−1
2 ) andϕ̃j,I1∩I2 := 1√

2
(ϕ̃j,0 ◦ξ−1

1 +

ϕ̃j,0◦ξ−1
2 ) thebiorthogonal scaling functionsat the vertexV . The coarse cor-

rection on anyf of the above two functions writesf − (f, ϕ̃j,I1∩I2)ϕj,I1∩I2 .
After biorthogonalization, we get for example the two primal wavelets

ψ1
j,I1∩I2 =

1√
2
(ψj,0 ◦ ξ−1

1 + ψj,0 ◦ ξ−1
2 ),

ψ2
j,I1∩I2 =

1√
2
(ψj,0 ◦ ξ−1

1

−ϕj,0 ◦ ξ−1
1 − ψj,0 ◦ ξ−1

2 + ϕj,0 ◦ ξ−1
2 ).

(62)

and the same formula for the dual wavelets with the superscript˜.
The biorthogonal wavelets at the faceF are then deduced by “canonical

tensor product” (cf. (46)) from the univariate waveletsψ1
j,I1∩I2 , ψ

1
j,I1∩I2

and the scaling functionϕj,I1∩I2 with the univariate scaling functions and
waveletsϕj,k, ψj,k in the direction of the face. We obtain for the primal
wavelets

1√
2

(
ψj,k ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1

1 + ψj,k ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1
2
)

1√
2

(
ϕj,k ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1

1 + ϕj,k ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
2
)

1
2
(
ϕj,k ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1

1 − ϕj,k ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
2
)

1√
2

(
ψj,k ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1

1 + ψj,k ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
2
)

1
2
(
ψj,k ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1

1 − ψj,k ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
2
)

(63)

and the same formula for the dual biorthogonal wavelets with the superscript
.̃

Interior vertex.Let V ∈ Ω common toM subdomainsΩi, i = 1, . . . ,M .
We denote byIi,i+1 = Ω̄i∩Ω̄i+1, i = 1, . . . ,M , the interfaceswhereM+1
is identified to1. Let Ĵ = OB, for conveniency in the notation we assume
that fori = 1, . . . ,M ,

V = κi(O) andκi(Ĵ) = κi+1(Î) = Ii,i+1.
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The functions of the completionΨ (
j,Ω associated to the vertexV include for

each subdomainΩi, i = 1, . . . ,M , the function

fj,Ωi = (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
i ,(64)

and for each interfaceIi,i+1, i = 1, . . . ,M , the function

fj,Ii,i+1 = ϕj,0 ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
i

+(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1
i+1,(65)

The coarse correction applied to anyf of these2M functions reduces to

f − 1
M

(
M∑
l=1

∫
Ω̂
f |Ωl

◦ κl ϕ̃j,0 ⊗ ϕ̃j,0dx̂

)

×
M∑
l=1

ϕj,0 ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1
l ,(66)

which leads to the2M primal wavelets, fori = 1, . . . ,M

ψj,Ωi = (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
i − 1

M

M∑
l=1

ϕj,0 ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1
l .

ψj,Ii,i+1 = ϕj,0 ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
i + (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1

i+1

+
2
M

M∑
l=1

ϕj,0 ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1
l .

supportedon theM subdomains.Simple linear combinationsenable tobetter
localize these wavelets on the subdomains. The linear combinationsψj,Ωi +
ψj,Ωi+1+ψj,Ii,i+1 for i = 1, . . . ,M andψj,Ωi+ψj,Ωi+1 for i = 1, . . . ,M−1
define2M −1 linearly independent wavelets supported on two subdomains.
They are complemented by the linear combination

∑M
i=1(ψj,Ωi +ψj,Ii,i+1)

supported on theM subdomains.

Ψj,V =



1∑
l=0

(−1)l(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
i+l,

i = 1, . . . ,M − 1,
ψj,0 ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1

i − (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
i+1,

i = 1, . . . ,M,

M∑
i=1

ψj,0 ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
i .

(67)
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The 2M dual wavelets are obtained just adding the superscripts˜and the
biorthogonalization matrix(Ψj,V , Ψ̃j,V ) is easily computed and only de-
pends onM .

Neumann-Neumann vertex.We considerM subdomains sharing the vertex
V ∈ ΓN. Let Ω1 andΩM be the subdomains intersectingΓN andI0,1 =
Ω̄1 ∩ΓN, I0,M = Ω̄M ∩ΓN their interfaces withΓN. The subdomains share
the 1-interfacesIi,i+1 = Ω̄i ∩ Ω̄i+1, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1. Again, we assume
for conveniency in the notation that

V = ki(O), i = 1, . . . ,M,

k1(Î) = I0,1, kM (Ĵ) = I0,M ,

ki(Ĵ) = ki+1(Î) = Ii,i+1, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1.

The functions of the completionΨ (
j,Ω associated to the vertexV include for

each subdomainΩi, i = 1, . . . ,M , the function (64) and for each interface
Ii,i+1, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1, the function (65). Finally one function is asso-
ciated to each faceI0,1 andI0,M . For these last functions, by simple linear
combinations we retain the wavelets

(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
1(68)

for I0,1, andψj,0 ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
M for I0,M , rather than the functions

(ψj,0 −ϕj,0)⊗ϕj,0 ◦κ−1
1 andϕj,0 ⊗ (ψj,0 −ϕj,0)◦κ−1

M of Ψ (
j,Ω. The coarse

correction on these2M + 1 functions is computed as previously and taking
similar linear combinations as for the interior vertex we obtain the following
collection of wavelets at the vertex V.

Ψj,VN−N
=



(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
1 ,

1∑
l=0

(−1)l(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
i+l ,

i = 1, . . . ,M − 1,

ψj,0 ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
M ,

ψj,0 ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
i

−(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
i+1,

i = 1, . . . ,M − 1,
M∑
i=1

ψj,0 ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
i .

(69)
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Thesewavelets can be retained for the primal basis, and the set of biorthogo-
nal dual wavelets is obtained by inversion of the biorthogonalization matrix
(Ψj,VN−N

, Ψ̃j,VN−N
) that depends only onM .

Dirichlet-Dirichlet vertex.The previous notation are reproduced. The func-
tions of the completionΨ (

j,Ω associated to the vertexV include for each
subdomainΩi, i = 1, . . . ,M , the function (64) and for each interface
Ii,i+1, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1, the function (65). As announced in the proof
of Proposition 3.6 there is no coarse correction since no scaling function is
associated to the vertexV . Thus the2M − 1 primal wavelets (and similarly
the dual wavelets) are obtained directly fromΨ (

j,Ω and they only need to be
biorthogonalized.

Ψj,VD−D
=


(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1

i , i = 1, . . . ,M,

ϕj,0 ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
i

+ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1
i+1, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1.

Neumann-Dirichlet vertex.Again the notation are the same as previously
with I01 ⊂ ΓN and I0M ⊂ ΓD. The functions of the completionΨ (

j,Ω
associated to the vertexV include for each subdomainΩi, i = 1, . . . ,M ,
the function (64), for the faceI0,1 the function (68) and for each interface
Ii,i+1, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1, the function (65).

Since there is no coarse correction, we obtain directly2M primal (and
similarly the dual) wavelets that only need to be biorthogonalized.

Ψj,VN−D
=



(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
1 ,

(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
i , i = 1, . . . ,M,

ϕj,0 ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
i +

(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1
i+1, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1.

Remark 3.2This hierarchical construction of thewavelets suggests a hierar-
chical and parallel programing of the wavelet transforms. These algorithms
(for example for the primal bases) iterate the two level wavelet transforms
Φj+1,Ω ↔ Φj,Ω ∪ Ψj,Ω.

A natural idea is to proceed in two steps that mimic the construction
steps. For example the decomposition algorithm (and reversely for the re-
composition) writes:

(i) decomposition according to

Φj+1,Ω → Φj,Ω ∪ Ψ (
j,Ω
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that “decouples” (and hence can be parallelized) on eachp-interface for
p = d, . . . , 0 and amounts on eachp-block, in the directions of thep-
interface, to a canonical tensor product wavelet transform in dimension
p.

(ii) Corrections at thep-interfaces forp = d − 1, . . . , 0 according to the
formula of coarse correction and biorthogonalization.

3.3 Domain decomposition and liftings

We reproduce the notation and assumptions of Sect. 3.2. In particular the
generators(φ, φ̃) on the line are symmetric and the primal generatorφ is
continuous. In the following analysis the dimensiond is at least equal to 2
and the boundaryΓD is not empty, otherwise the construction of the lifting
becomes trivial.

The techniquesofSect. 3.2enable todefine thebiorthogonalMRA“with-
out boundary conditions”{

Vj(Ω) = S(Φj,Ω)
Ṽj(Ω) = S(Φ̃j,Ω).

We denote byPj,Ω the corresponding biorthogonal projector and by

Ψj,Ω, Ψ̃j,Ω,

the biorthogonal wavelet bases of the complement spacesWj(Ω), W̃j(Ω).
Also, we can define the MRA with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions onΓD (for the primal, and symmetrically for the dual){

V 0
j (Ω) := Vj(Ω) ∩ C0

D(Ω) = S(Φ0
j,Ω)

Ṽ 0
j (Ω) = S(Φ̃0

j,Ω),

whereC0
D(Ω) denotes the space of continuous functions vanishing onΓD.

The corresponding biorthogonal projector is denoted byP 0
j,Ω and the bi-

orthogonal wavelet bases by

Ψ0
j,Ω, Ψ̃0

j,Ω.

The domain decomposition(Ωi, κi)i=1,...,N of Ω induces by restriction
a domain decomposition of the boundaryΓD.

Let Γi,l denote the(d − 1)-faces ofΩi ∩ ΓD images ofσ̂l by the
parametrizationκi. Also we denote byρk the canonical affine isometries
from the reference(d − 1)-face Î =]0, 1[d−1×{0} to the (d − 1)-faces
σ̂k of the reference domain̂Ω =]0, 1[d. Then, the subdomainsΓi,l and the
parametrizations

κi ◦ ρl : Î → Γi,l
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define a domain decomposition ofΓD denoted by

(ξi, Γi)i=1,...,ND .

To prove theC0 conformity of this decomposition it suffices to check the
property (47): for allp-face common to the subdomainsΓi,l = κi ◦ ρl(σ̂)
andΓi′,l′ = κi′ ◦ ρl′(σ̂′), then

(κi ◦ ρl)−1 ◦ (κi′ ◦ ρl′) = ρ−1
l ◦ (κ−1

i ◦ κi′) ◦ ρl′
is an affine isometry from̂σ′ to σ̂.

Thus, the techniques of Sect. 3.2 applied to this decomposition ofΓD
and the generators(φ, φ̃), define the biorthogonal MRA{

Vj(ΓD) = S(Φj,ΓD)
Ṽj(ΓD) = S(Φ̃j,ΓD),

the associated biorthogonal projectorPj,ΓD and the biorthogonal wavelet
bases

Ψj,ΓD , Ψ̃j,ΓD .

These MRA coincide with the “trace” MRA (defined rigorously for con-
tinuous generatorsφ and φ̃). The main avantage of this definition is to
prove directly the biorthogonality and the regularityW s,p(ΓD) of these
MRA. For the primal MRA, it is equal tomin(τ(p), 1 + 1

p) and not only

tomin(τ(p)− 1
p , 1)asdeduced fromadirect applicationof the trace theorem.

The remaining is a direct application of the abstract setting developped
in Sect. 2.2 which starts from the definition of the biorthogonal projector
P ∗
j,Ω ontoVj(Ω). We first discuss the fulfillment of Hypothesis 2.1 to 2.5

that determine the stability of the lifting operator. Then, we propose two
constructions of the lifting wavelets ofΨ b

j,Ω. The first one is an extension
of the construction developped in Sect. 3.2 and the second one shows that
it is possible to pick up the lifting wavelets inWj(Ω). This last choice
will enable to obtain a range of stability of the lifting operatorR including
negative smoothness, although in that case the trace operator is no longer
defined.

Lemma 3.1 The localness Assumption 2.1 for the pair(Vj(Ω), ΓD) is sat-
isfied for allp ∈]0,∞].

Proof.This is a direct application of Lemma 2.1 and theLp stability of the
basesΦj,Ω andΦj,ΓD for all p ∈]0,∞], since the generatorφ is continuous.

��
We recall that the projectorsPj,ΓD andP 0

j,Ω are uniformly stable inLp for all

p ∈ [1,∞] so thatφ̃ ∈ Lp′
(cf. Proposition 3.1 on the line). Also, the inverse
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estimate onVj(Ω) is obtained for the range0 ≤ s < min(1 + 1/p, τ(p)),
p ∈]0,∞] and the direct estimate forPj,Ω for the range0 ≤ s ≤ n for all
p ∈ [1,∞] such that̃φ ∈ Lp′

.
Then, the following properties result directly from Propositions 2.2, 2.3

and 2.4.

Proposition 3.7 Letp ∈]0,∞], then

‖gj‖Bs
p,p(ΓD) <∼ 2js‖gj‖Lp(ΓD), for all gj ∈ Vj(ΓD)

for all 0 < s < min(τ(p) − 1/p, 1).
Letp ∈ [1,∞] so thatφ̃ ∈ Lp′

, then{
‖g − Pj,ΓDg‖Lp(ΓD) <∼ 2−js‖g‖Bs

p,p(ΓD) for all 0 < s < n − 1/p,
‖u − P ∗

j,Ωu‖Lp(Ω) <∼ 2−js‖u‖Bs
p,p(Ω) for all 1/p < s < n.

For p ∈]0, 1[, the direct estimate forPj,ΓD is obtained through Propo-
sition 2.5. It requires the derivation of the direct estimate forP ∗

j,Ω, p < 1,
which is obtained using the techniques of Sect. III of [4].

3.3.1 First construction of the lifting wavelets. In order to define ex-
plicitely the lifting operator (19), it remains to build a wavelet basisΨ∗

j,Ω of
W ∗

j (Ω) stable inLp and satisfying the properties 1.1.
For that purpose, we slightly modify the construction of Sect. 3.2. First,

the hierarchy of thep-interfaces of the domain decomposition(Ωi, κi)
i=1,...,N is completed here by the hierarchy of the interfaces of the decom-
position(Γi, ξi)i=1,...,ND of the boundaryΓD. Second, we will subtract the
projectionP ∗

j,Ω rather thanPj,Ω.

Step 1.The basisΦj+1,Ω is partitioned intop blocks corresponding to the
hierarchy of the interfaces of the domain for the subsetΦ0

j+1,Ω, p = d, . . . , 0
andof the boundaryΓD, p = d − 1, . . . , 0 for the remaining set of scaling
functions denoted byΦbj+1,Ω.

We apply to each of thesep-blocks ofΦ0
j+1(Ω) andΦbj+1(Ω) the tensor

product two scale decomposition with the same boundary conditions.

Proposition 3.8 Excluding the scaling functions (of scalesj or j + 1), we
obtain the completion

Ψ∗,(
j,Ω = Ψ0,(

j,Ω ∪ Ψ b,(
j,Ω

ofΦj,Ω in Vj+1(Ω)whereΨ0,(
j,Ω is the completion defined by Proposition 3.5

applied to the MRAV 0
j (Ω).
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Proof. It is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.5. ��

Step 2.We apply the coarse correction

Ψ∗
j,Ω = (I − P ∗

j,Ω)Ψ∗,(
j,Ω.

OnΨ0,(
j,Ω the projectionP ∗

j,Ω reduces toP 0
j,Ω and we come back to the con-

struction of Sect. 3.2 of the wavelet basis

Ψ0
j,Ω = (I − P 0

j,Ω)Ψ0,(
j,Ω.

OnΨ b,(
j,Ω, the projectionP ∗

j,Ω vanishes except at thep-interfaces of the de-
composition ofΓD for p = d − 2, . . . , 0. At these interfaces,P ∗

j,Ω reduces
to rj ◦ Pj,ΓD ◦ γD, for the choice of the liftingrj involving only the scaling
functionsϕj,0, ϕj,dj

in the reference interval.
As for the computations at the interfaces of the domainΩ, by tensor

product, the computations of the lifting wavelets at thep-interfaces of the
decomposition ofΓD for 1 ≤ p ≤ d − 2 reduce to compute the lifting
wavelets at a0-interface in dimensiond − p. The number of wavelets to
build thus corresponds to the number of wavelets associated to a0-interface
of ΓD (i.e. in dimensiond − p − 1).

This construction will be illustrated below in the case of a general 2-
dimensional domain.

Lemma 3.2 The wavelet basisΨ∗
j,Ω is stable inLp for all p ∈]0,∞[.

Proof. The basesΨ0
j,Ω andΨj,ΓD are linearly locally independent respec-

tively on a dyadic partition ofΩ and its traces onΓD. Hence, the local
linear independence also holds for the basisΨ∗

j,Ω = Ψ0
j,Ω ∪Ψ b

j,Ω. The stabil-
ity is classically deduced since the generatorφ is inLp for all p ∈]0,∞]. ��

We can now state the stability properties of the lifting operator (19).

Theorem 3.1 Let p ∈ [1,∞] so thatφ̃ ∈ Lp′
. The liftingR verifies the

stability property

‖Rg‖
B

s+1/p
p,q (Ω)

<∼ ‖g‖Bs
p,q(ΓD)

for all 0 < s < min(τ(p) − 1/p, 1).
Letp ∈]0, 1[ andr ∈ [1,∞] so thatφ̃ ∈ Lr′

, then the liftingR is stable for
the range(d − 1)(1

p − 1
r ) < s < min(τ(p) − 1/p, 1).
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3.3.2 Secondconstructionof the liftingwavelets.It is possible todefine the
lifting wavelets inWj(Ω) in order to obtain additionnal stability properties
of the lifting operatorR. It relies on the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3 Letwj ∈ Wj(Ω), thenwj ∈ W ∗
j (Ω) if and only ifγD wj ∈

Wj(ΓD).

Proof.This is clearly a necessary condition, let us show that it is also suffi-
cient. We shall show thatP ∗

j,Ωwj = 0. SinceγDwj ∈ Vj+1(ΓD), the prop-
erty γD wj ∈ Wj(ΓD) is equivalent toPj,ΓD ◦ γDwj = 0. Hence we have
P ∗
j,Ωwj = P 0

j,Ωwj which vanishes since by constructioñV 0
j (Ω) ⊂ Ṽj(Ω).

��

Thus, if we can prove thatWj(ΓD) ⊂ γDWj(Ω), it will be possible
to build the lifting wavelets inWj(Ω) and to take avantage of the stability
properties of the basisΨΩ to obtain a larger range of stability of the lifting.
We first show the following lemma.

Lemma 3.4 Any functionψj,ΓD ∈ Vj+1(ΓD) written exclusively with the
parametrizationsξl, l = 1, . . . , ND, the scaling functions and the wavelets
on the intervalϕj,0, ϕj,dj

, ψj,0, ψj,2j−1, is the trace of a wavelet ofWj(Ω).

Proof. The functionψj,ΓD is associated to one (or several)0-interface of
the decomposition ofΓD denoted byV ∈ ΓD. First, we lift the wavelet
ψj,ΓD in Ω using only the wavelets and scaling functions on the interval
ϕj,0, ϕj,dj

, ψj,0, ψj,2j−1 and the parametrizationsκl. Let us denote byψ
(
j,Ω

this function ofVj+1(Ω). This lifting function is already orthogonal to all
the scaling functions of̃Φj,Ω except to the scaling functioñϕj,V associated
to the boundary vertexV . Let i be such thatV ∈ Ωi and let us assume for
conveniency thatV = κi(O). We consider the function

ψ0
j,V := ⊗d(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1

i

so thatγψ0
j,V = 0 and(ψ0

j,V , f) = 0 for all f ∈ Φ̃j,Ω/{ϕ̃j,V }. Then

ψj,Ω = ψ(
j,Ω − (ψ(

j,Ω, ϕ̃j,V )

(ψ0
j,V , ϕ̃j,V )

ψ0
j,V

is a wavelet ofWj(Ω) of traceγD(ψj,Ω) = ψj,ΓD . ��

The definition of lifting wavelets inWj(Ω) is a consequence of the
following proposition. Its proof is constructive.

Proposition 3.9 The propertyWj(ΓD) ⊂ γD Wj(Ω) is always satisfied in
the framework of domain decomposition of Sect. 3.2.
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Proof. Let ψj,ΓD ∈ Ψj,ΓD , we shall build explicitely a waveletψj,Ω ∈
Wj(Ω) so thatγD(ψj,Ω) = ψj,ΓD .

We consider successively forp = d − 1, . . . , 0, the case of a wavelet
ψj,ΓD associated to ap-interface of the decomposition ofΓD.

The casep = d corresponds to the subdomainsΓi of ΓD for which the
lifting is canonical, i.e. a tensor product in the reference domainΩ̂.

Forp = d−2, . . . , 0, the analysis reduces by tensor product to a wavelet
associated to a0-interface in dimensiond − p − 1. This latter wavelet is
written exclusively with the scaling functions and waveletsϕj,0, ϕj,dj

, ψj,0,
ψj,2j−1 on the interval. Hence, the lifting inWj(Ω) of the waveletψj,ΓD is
obtained by “tensor product” from similar computations as those displayed
in the proof of Lemma 3.4 (that corresponds top = 0). ��

Theorem 3.2 Let p ∈ [1,∞] so thatφ̃ ∈ Lp′
. For the choice of the lifting

wavelets given byProposition 3.9, the liftingR verifies the stability property

‖Rg‖
B

s+1/p
p,q (Ω)

<∼ ‖g‖Bs
p,q(Γ )

for all − min(τ̃(p), 1/p) < s < min(τ(p) − 1/p, 1).

Proof.The wavelets of the collectionΨ b
j,Ω are locally linearly independent

since this is the case for their tracesΨj,ΓD . It results that the collectionΨ
b
j,Ω

is stable inLp for all p ∈]0,∞]. Then, the theorem is a direct consequence
of the characterizations of Besov norms by the multiscale decompositions
on the domain and onΓD. ��
3.3.3 Lifting wavelets at the interfaces ofΓD for a 2-dimensional domain.
As for the wavelets at the interfaces of the domain decomposition ofΩ,
we define in this subsection the lifting wavelets for a general 2-dimensional
domain. The task is simpler here since it will suffice to build these lifting
wavelets at the0-interfacesV (or vertices) of the decomposition ofΓD. The
lifting wavelets associated to the facesΓi of the decomposition ofΓD are
canonical tensor products on the reference domain.

The notation are the same as in Sect. 3.2.3 and we need to consider
the two casesV ∈ ΓD (Dirichlet-Dirichlet vertex) and V ∈ Γ̄D ∩ Γ̄N
(Neumann-Dirichlet vertex). In both cases we give details of the construc-
tions of Sect. 3.3.1 and Sect. 3.3.2.

Dirichlet-Dirichlet vertex.The decomposition ofΓD induced by the domain
decomposition is defined by the two subdomainsΓ1 = I0,1, ΓM = I0,M
and the parametrizations

ξ1 = κ1|Î andξM = κM ◦ R0,π2
|Î .
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The twowavelets ofΨj,ΓD associated to the vertexV arebuilt as inSect. 3.2.3
(62). We obtain for example the wavelets{

ψj,0 ◦ ξ−1
1 + ψj,0 ◦ ξ−1

M

(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ ξ−1
1 − (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ ξ−1

M .
(70)

The functions of the completionΨ (,b
j,Ω associated to the vertexV include the

function
(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1

1

related toΓ1 and

ϕj,0 ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1
M(71)

related toΓM . The coarse projectionP ∗
j,Ω (cf. Step 2) applied to any of these

two functions reduces to

1
2

M∑
i=1

ϕj,0 ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1
i .

Taking the linear combinaisons(1, 1) and(1,−1) of the functions obtained
after correction, we get the two lifting waveletsψj,0 ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1

1 + ϕj,0 ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
M +

M−1∑
i=2

ϕj,0 ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1
i ,

(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1
1 − ϕj,0 ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1

M ,

the traces of which onΓD are proportional to the wavelets (70).
Theconstructionof liftingwavelets inWj(Ω) in the frameworkofPropo-

sition 3.9 is straightforward in 2-dimension. For example we retain
M∑
i=1

ψj,0 ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
i ,

(ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
1 − ψj,0 ⊗ (ψj,0 − ϕj,0) ◦ κ−1

M ,

the traces of which onΓD are proportional to the wavelets (70).

Neumann-Dirichlet vertex.Thenotation are the sameas previously.Weneed
to lift the single wavelet ofΓD associated to the vertexV :

ψj,0 ◦ ξ−1
M .(72)

The first construction starts from the function (71) of the completionΨ (,b
j,Ω

associated to the vertexV . Thenwesubtract theprojectionP ∗
j,Ω that amounts

to add
∑M

i=1 ϕj,0 ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1
i . It yields the wavelet

ϕj,0 ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
M +

M−1∑
i=1

ϕj,0 ⊗ ϕj,0 ◦ κ−1
i ,
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the trace of which onΓD is proportional to (72).
In the framework of Proposition 3.9, we easily check that the wavelet

M∑
i=1

ψj,0 ⊗ ψj,0 ◦ κ−1
i

is a lifting wavelet ofWj(Ω) the trace of which onΓD is proportional to
(72).

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 3.2.The proof is constructive and treats separately both
edges.Wefirst biorthogonalizeat theedges0and1 thescaling functionbases

(cf. 40) of the MRA spacesV δ,CLD
j andṼ δ̃,CLD

j .

Let Φδ,CLD
j andΦ̃δ̃,CLD

j be any choice of such biorthogonal bases. Next
(for example at the edge 0), we look for the linear combinations

ϕj,0 = ϕ
δ0,(0)
j,0 +

max(n,ñ)−1∑
k=1

ckϕj,k,

ϕ̃j,0 = c̃0ϕ̃
δ̃0,(0)
j,0 +

max(n,ñ)−1∑
k=1

c̃kϕ̃j,k

(73)

so that〈ϕj,0, ϕ̃j,k〉 = 〈ϕj,k, ϕ̃j,0〉 = δ0
k, k = 0, . . . ,max(n, ñ) − 1. Equiv-

alently we obtainck = −〈ϕδ0,(0)j,0 , ϕ̃j,k〉, k = 1, . . . ,max(n, ñ) − 1 and the
vector(c̃k, k = 0, · · · ,max(n, ñ) − 1)T is solution of the square system

 〈ϕ̃δ̃0,(0)j,0 , ϕj,k〉 c̃0 + c̃k = 0, k = 1, . . . ,max(n, ñ) − 1,

〈ϕ̃δ̃0,(0)j,0 , ϕj,0〉 c̃0 = 1.

which is unique from thenonsingularity assumptionof thematrixM0,−1,−1.

Note in particular that〈ϕ̃δ̃0,(0)j,0 , ϕj,0〉 does not vanish as well as̃c0. ��

For the next proof, we shall need in addition the following lemma on the
filtersHj of Φδj andH̃

j of Φ̃δ̃j so thatϕj,k =
∑

m∈∆j+1
Hj
k,mϕj+1,m and

ϕ̃j,k =
∑

m∈∆j+1
H̃j
k,mϕ̃j+1,m.
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Lemma 3.5 The filtersHj andH̃j verify the relations, for allk = 0, . . . ,
#∆j − 1 

Hj
k,0 =

1√
2
δ0
k, Hj

k,#∆j+1−1 =
1√
2
δ
#∆j−1
k ,

H̃j
k,0 =

1√
2
δ0
k, H̃j

k,#∆j+1−1 =
1√
2
δ
#∆j−1
k .

(74)

Proof. This is a direct consequence of the Definition (73), the property
c̃0 �= 0 and the two scale relations for the scaling functionsϕ

δε,(ε)
j,α recalled

below e.g. at the edge 0 (see e.g. [25] for details).

ϕ
δ0,(0)
j,α =

2−α
√

2
ϕ
δ0,(0)
j+1,α

+
m1+2m0+2δ0−2∑

m=m0+δ0

m0+δ0−1∑
k=−m1+1

〈xα, φ̃0,k〉hm−2k φj+1,m. ��

Proof of Proposition 3.3.Classically (see e.g. [25] for details) the com-
plement spacesWj and W̃j are biorthogonal (in the sense that they can
be endowed with biorthogonal (uniform) Riesz bases). We shall prove that
W 0

j = Wj ∩ V δ,CLD
j+1 andW̃ 0

j = W̃j ∩ Ṽ δ,CLD
j+1 are biorthogonal subspaces

of codimension 2.
Let us assume that result for the moment. We recall that in all cases

the wavelet bases include a fixed number of modified wavelets at the edges
and the remaining wavelets are wavelets on the line supported on[0, 1].
From similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we conclude that
there exist biorthogonal wavelet basesΨj andΨ̃j (44) ofWj , W̃j so that the
collections {

Ψ0
j = {ψj,k, k = 1, . . . , 2j − 2}

Ψ̃0
j = {ψ̃j,k, k = 1 . . . , 2j − 2}(75)

define biorthogonal bases of the subspacesW 0
j andW̃ 0

j . Consequently the

filtersGj andG̃j so thatΨj = GjΦδj+1 and Ψ̃j = G̃jΦ̃δ̃j+1 verify for all
k = 1, . . . , 2j − 2 the relations{

Gj
k,0 = Gj

k,#∆j+1−1 = 0,
G̃j
k,0 = G̃j

k,#∆j+1−1 = 0.
(76)

Let us show that in addition the basesΨj andΨ̃j can be chosen so that
G0,0 = G2j−1,#∆j+1−1 =

1√
2
,

G̃0,0 = G̃2j−1,#∆j+1−1 =
1√
2
.

(77)
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Let us recall the following identity that rewrites the biorthogonality relations
in terms of the filters:∑

k∈∆j

Hj
k,mH̃

j
k,m′ +

∑
k∈∇j

Gj
k,mG̃

j
k,m′ = δm

′
m , m,m′ ∈ ∆j+1

Written form = m′ = 0 andm = m′ = #∆j+1 − 1, from (76) and (74),
it implies that

G0,0G̃0,0 =
1
2
andG2j−1,#∆j+1−1G̃2j−1,#∆j+1−1 =

1
2
.

Hence, it suffices to renormalizeψj,0 by 1√
2G0,0

and ψ̃j,0 by
√

2G0,0 =
1√

2G̃0,0
to obtain the property (77).

Choosing such biorthogonal wavelet basesΨj andΨ̃j , it is easily seen
thatΨCLD

j andΨ̃CLD
j define biorthogonal bases ofWCLD

j andW̃CLD
j .

Indeed, from the properties on the filters, on the one hand S(ΨCLD
j ) ⊂

V δ,CLD
j+1 and S(Ψ̃CLD

j ) ⊂ Ṽ δ̃,CLD
j+1 . On the other hand S(ΨCLD

j ) ⊥ Ṽ δ̃,CLD
j

and S(Ψ̃CLD
j ) ⊥ V δ,CLD

j and the bases are clearly biorthogonal.

It remains to prove the codimension 2 and the biorthogonality of the
subspacesW 0

j andW̃ 0
j . From the decoupling of the edges, we can argue

separately on the boundary conditions at the edges 0 and 1. Let us consider
for example homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions at the edge 0.
If Wj ∩ V

δ,(0,−1)
j+1 = Wj , then any function ofV δ

j+1 ∩ (Ṽ δ̃
j )⊥ belongs to

V
δ,(0,−1)
j+1 . From the properties (74) of the filtersHj andH̃j , the function

ϕj+1,0 − Pj ϕj+1,0 = (1 − H0,0H̃0,0)ϕj+1,0 + · · ·
=

1
2
ϕj+1,0 + · · ·(78)

contradicts this assumption which proves the codimension 1 ofWj∩
V
δ,(0,−1)
j+1 inWj .
From the biorthogonality of the wavelets on the line, to prove the bi-

orthogonality ofWj ∩V
δ,(0,−1)
j+1 andW̃j ∩ Ṽ

δ̃,(0,−1)
j+1 it suffices classically to

prove that any functionfj+1 ∈ Wj∩V δ,(0,−1)
j+1 so thatfj+1 ⊥ W̃j∩Ṽ δ̃,(0,−1)

j+1
is equal to zero. Such a functionfj+1 is in addition orthogonal to the space

Ṽ δ̃
j ⊕ (W̃j ∩ Ṽ

δ̃,(0,−1)
j+1 ) ⊕ S({ϕ̃j+1,0})

which, from (78) (written forϕ̃j+1,0), is equal toṼ δ̃
j+1. Hencefj+1 = 0.

��
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